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Disclaimer
This document forms an evidence base report, rather than neighbourhood plan policy. It is a snapshot
in time and thus over time it will gradually become superseded by more recent data. The Parish
Council is not bound to accept all or any of its conclusions. If landowners or any other party believe
they have evidence that any of the data presented by this report is incorrect or has become outdated,
such evidence can be presented to the Parish Council at the consultation stage; if it conflicts with the
findings of this report it is then for the Parish Council to decide whether to base policy on the findings
of this report or on alternative evidence, and then defend that policy at examination.
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AECOM Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited (“AECOM”) has prepared this Report for the sole
use of Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish Council (“Client”) in accordance with the Agreement
under which our services were performed. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the
professional advice included in this Report or any other services provided by AECOM.
Where the conclusions and recommendations contained in this Report are based upon information
provided by others it is upon the assumption that all relevant information has been provided by those
parties from whom it has been requested and that such information is accurate. Information obtained
by AECOM has not been independently verified by AECOM, unless otherwise stated in the Report.
The methodology adopted and the sources of information used by AECOM in providing its services
are outlined in this Report. The work described in this Report was undertaken in the period October
2017 to March 2018 and is based on the conditions encountered and the information available during
the said period of time. The scope of this Report and the services are accordingly factually limited by
these circumstances.
Where assessments of works or costs identified in this Report are made, such assessments are
based upon the information available at the time and where appropriate are subject to further
investigations or information which may become available.
AECOM disclaim any undertaking or obligation to advise any person of any change in any matter
affecting the Report, which may come or be brought to AECOM’s attention after the date of the
Report.
Certain statements made in the Report that are not historical facts may constitute estimates,
projections or other forward-looking statements and even though they are based on reasonable
assumptions as of the date of the Report, such forward-looking statements by their nature involve
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from the results predicted.
AECOM specifically does not guarantee or warrant any estimate or projections contained in this
Report.
Where field investigations are carried out, these have been restricted to a level of detail required to
meet the stated objectives of the services. The results of any measurements taken may vary spatially
or with time and further confirmatory measurements should be made after any significant delay in
issuing this Report.
Copyright
© This Report is the copyright of AECOM Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited. Any unauthorised
reproduction or usage by any person other than the addressee is strictly prohibited.
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Executive Summary
This report is an independent site appraisal for Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Neighbourhood Plan on
behalf of Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish Council (CSPC) carried out by AECOM planning
consultants.
The Neighbourhood Plan, which will cover Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish in Tunbridge Wells
1
Borough, Kent, is being prepared in the context of the emerging Tunbridge Wells Local Plan . The
Parish Council intends the Neighbourhood Plan, when adopted, to include allocations for housing. In
this context, the Parish Council has asked AECOM to undertake an independent and objective
assessment of the sites that are available for housing for inclusion in the Neighbourhood Plan.
The purpose of the site appraisal is therefore to produce a clear assessment as to whether the
identified sites are deliverable, i.e. that they are suitable and available for housing development. The
site appraisal is intended to guide decision making and provide evidence for the eventual site
2
selection to help ensure that the Neighbourhood Plan can meet the Basic Conditions as determined
by the Independent Examiner, as well as any potential legal challenges by developers and other
interested parties.
TWBC have stated that they are comfortable for sites at Cranbrook and Sissinghurst to be allocated
by CSPC within the neighbourhood plan, working jointly and iteratively with the Borough Council on
the basis of emerging local policy and evidence as the Local Plan develops. To reflect this approach,
AECOM has engaged extensively with TWBC during the preparation of this report to maximise the
value that both organisations can add to the planning of the parish and to minimise the potential for
duplication of work.
For the purposes of this Site Assessment, some of the evidence base studies that have been
developed to inform the emerging Core Strategy Review have great relevance- in particular, the
Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) process.
Within Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish, a total of forty sites were submitted to the SHELAA as part
of both Calls for Sites. Of these forty, twenty-six appear in the interim SHELAA and fourteen do not.
The table below lists all forty sites submitted within the Parish and which therefore form the subject of
this Site Assessment Report.
Sites within Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish submitted through the TWBC SHELAA Call for
Sites 2016 and 2017
Call for
3
Sites ID

Site name/address

Site assessed Site area
(hectares)
in interim
SHELAA?

25

Land to the west of Frythe Way and east of Freight Lane,
Cranbrook

Yes

2.83

29

Land at Boycourt Orchards, A229 Angley Road, Wisley Pound,
Cranbrook TN17 2HR
Yes

1.59

54

Land on the east side of Mill Lane, Sissinghurst, TN17 2HX

Yes

0.86

59

Gate Farm, adjacent to Hartley Road and Glassenbury Road,
Hartley, Cranbrook, TN17 2ST

Yes

0.67

68

Land at junction of Common Road and Frittenden Road,
Sissinghurst

Yes

1.61

70

Land south west of Campion Crescent, Hartley, Cranbrook

Yes

0.23

71

Land adjoining Cranbrook Primary School, Quaker Lane,
Cranbrook, TN17 3JZ (B)

Yes

2.05

1

Available online at http://consult.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/portal/planning_information/spp/local_plan/io/lp_io_1
Available at https://www.gov.uk/guidance/neighbourhood-planning--2
3
This ID number was given to each site by TWBC and will form the site identifier for each site for the remainder of this study.
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Call for
3
Sites ID

Site name/address

Site assessed Site area
(hectares)
in interim
SHELAA?

92

Land south of Grove Cottage, Tilsden Lane, Cranbrook TN17
3PJ

Yes

1.04

110

Land to the west of Co-operative, High Street, Cranbrook
TN17 3DQ

Yes

0.46

119

Land adjacent to Angley Road, Cranbrook

Yes

1.31

120

Land east of Camden Lodge, adjacent to Mill Lane and
Sissinghurst Road, Sissinghurst

Yes

2.20

122

Gate Farmland at Charity Farm, Swattenden Lane, Cranbrook
TN17 3PS

Yes

2.61

125

Land adjoining Wilsley Farm, adjacent to Angley Road and
Whitewell Lane, Cranbrook, TN17 2LE

Yes

0.99

128

Scott Field, Main Campus, Cranbrook School, adjacent to
Bakers Cross, Cranbrook

Yes

4.46

129

Big Side Playing Field adjacent to Quaker Lane and Waterloo
Road, Cranbrook

Yes

4.64

130

Cranbrook School Main Campus, Waterloo Road, Cranbrook
TN17 3JD

Yes

16.07

131

Jaegers Field, Angley Road, Cranbrook

Yes

2.75

132

Rammell Field, Bakers Cross, Cranbrook

Yes

1.69

133

Land adjoining Cranbrook Primary School, Quaker Lane
Cranbrook (A)

Yes

4.21

155

Park Farm (formerly Breach Farm), Goudhurst Road,
Cranbrook TN17 2LJ

Yes

1.15

157

The Tanyard Woodyard, The Tanyard, Cranbrook TN17 3HU

Yes

0.22

159

Land south of The Street, Sissinghurst

Yes

0.55

188

Land adjacent to Hartley Dyke, Cranbrook

Yes

7.58

269

Museum and land, Carriers Road, Cranbrook

Yes

0.16

271

Land at Crane Lane including WC block and Wilkes Field,
Cranbrook

Yes

0.40

292

Land at South of High Street, Cranbrook

No

4.96

296

Oak Tree Farm, The Common, Wilsley Pound, Cranbrook

No

0.67

301

The Moss Field, Sissinghurst Road, Sissinghurst

No

2.73

323

Land adjacent to Hartley Gate Farmhouse, Cranbrook

No

0.17

Land adjacent to Colliers Green Primary School, Colliers
Green

Yes

48.05

345

Land adjacent to Glassenbury Road, Glassenbury Road,
Cranbrook

No

1.37

365

Land at the Old Railway Line, Bishops Lane, Hartley

No

0.70

385

The Providence Chapel, Stone Street, Cranbrook

No

0.03

388

Glen Cove, Cranbrook Common, Cranbrook

No

0.81

325

4

4

This site was renumbered as 160 in the Interim SHELAA document itself, for unknown reasons.
AECOM
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Call for
3
Sites ID

Site name/address

Site assessed Site area
(hectares)
in interim
SHELAA?

396

Land West of Freight Lane, Cranbrook

No

6.71

398

Land at Marden Road, Cranbrook

No

4.41

407

Land at Brooksden, High Street, Cranbrook

No

0.41

409

The High Weald Academy, Angley Road, Cranbrook

No

1.70

430

Turnden Farm, Hartley Road, Cranbrook

No

27.64

442

Land Adjacent Orchard Cottage, Frittenden Road, Sissinghurst No

0.42

Source: Tunbridge Wells Call for Sites and SHELAA, 2016-7

In its Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), the government advises that evidence supporting
5
neighbourhood plans should be proportionate. With this in mind, as well as the need to make efficient
use of the resources available to AECOM, it is considered neither practical nor possible to carry out a
detailed assessment of all forty sites.
Fortunately, this is not in any case necessary. In fact, only a total of nineteen sites require further
consideration: of these nineteen, thirteen need for the partial assessment carried out already by
TWBC in the Interim SHELAA to be verified and completed, and six need full assessment by AECOM,
having not previously been assessed at all.
For the thirteen sites already partially assessed by TWBC, there is a need to minimise duplication of,
and maximise complementarity of, all assessment work. It is considered that the most appropriate role
for AECOM on these sites is to verify and comment on TWBC’s existing assessment, and then, on the
basis of the existing assessment and any AECOM comments or additions, derive a final judgement of
technical suitability.
The remaining twenty-one sites in the Table 1 longlist do not require further assessment for the
following reasons:
•

Seventeen sites lie outside of or not adjacent to the LBDs of Cranbrook and Sissinghurst. This
means that local and national planning policy would not support their allocation, no matter what
the results of any detailed assessment against other criteria;

•

Two of the sites overlap wholly with existing allocations at Cranbrook in the 2016 Site Allocations
Local Plan; the sites are therefore already allocated for development and need no further
assessment;

•

One site overlaps wholly with another site, and can therefore be discounted, as it will be
assessed as part of the overlapping site; and finally

•

One site both overlaps wholly with another site and lies outside of or not adjacent to the LBDs of
Cranbrook and Sissinghurst. This means that it can be discounted both because it will be
assessed as part of the overlapping site and because local and national planning policy would
not support its allocation.

The only exceptions to the above criteria are Sites 68 and 442, which neighbour one another and are
located north of Sissinghurst. Although they do not directly adjoin the settlement boundary of
Sissinghurst, it is clear from Figure 2 that the settlement boundary of the northern edge of
Sissinghurst excludes a substantial amount of development. As such, they adjoin Sissinghurst in de
facto terms and both TWBC and CSPC have advised that in this case, an exception may be made.
After the completion of the initial desktop site appraisal based on key relevant evidence and policy, a
site visit to the Neighbourhood Plan area was undertaken by a member of the AECOM
Neighbourhood Planning team. The purpose of the site visit was to evaluate the sites ‘on the ground’
to test and validate the findings of the desktop assessment. It was also an opportunity to better
understand the context and nature of the Neighbourhood Plan area and each individual site. Final
conclusions as to the suitability or otherwise of each site were only formulated following and on the
basis of the site visit.
5

See https://www.gov.uk/guidance/neighbourhood-planning--2
AECOM
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Following the site visit, a final judgement was applied to each site, using a traffic-light rating. This was
to validate and the findings of the site visit and to enable the performance of each site across the full
range of criteria to be consolidated into a single verdict on suitability and availability.
For consistency of assessment, indicative housing capacities for each site considered suitable and
available have been calculated based on a density range indicated by the adopted Core Strategy (3040 dwellings per hectare). Because these capacities are indicative only, they are likely to be refined by
future masterplanning work on some or all of the sites considered suitable or suitable with constraints.
Note also that any assessment of this nature can only be a snapshot in time- there is the potential for
some sites assessed as not suitable or available for the purposes of this assessment to become
suitable or available either within this plan period or into the next, depending on the actions taken by
the landowner or developer.
A ‘traffic light’ rating of all sites was given based on whether the site is an appropriate candidate to be
considered for allocation in the Neighbourhood Plan. The criteria are consistent across all sites and
consistent with the government’s Planning Practice Guidance. The traffic light rating indicates ‘green’
for sites that show no or minimal constraints and are therefore appropriate as site allocations, ‘amber’
for sites which are potentially suitable if constraints (ranging from the moderate to the severe) can be
resolved and ‘red’ for sites which are not currently suitable - in other words, where ‘show-stopping’
constraints are considered to be significant or immovable enough to prevent development.
The judgement on each site is based on whether or not each site is suitable and available. In terms
of the separate criterion of achievability, Section 4.1.1 below provides further detail on the concept of
viability.
With more information from landowners/developers (for example, on precise developer intention), it is
possible that some currently amber sites could be moved into the green category to give greater
certainty on the shortlist of sites.
It is recommended that a ‘buffer’ of housing supply is provided, which may be one or two sites
allocated as contingency housing sites. These could be developed if the allocated sites do not
progress as expected.
The table below summarises the results of our assessment of suitability and availability for each of the
sites in the parish that were subject to detailed assessment.
The conclusions are based on our professional experience and judgement of the appropriateness of
each site, in planning terms, to be taken forward as allocations in the Neighbourhood Plan.
This summary should be read alongside the assessment table for the Interim SHELAA sites in
Appendix A and the full set of site appraisal pro-formas for the ‘standalone’ sites in Appendix B.

AECOM
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Summary of assessment of all sites in Cranbrook and Sissinghurst
Site ref

Location/descriptionSite
area
6
(ha)

Current landAssessed dwelling Assessment of Summary of assessment rationale
7
use
yield
suitability for
allocation

25

Land to the west of 2.83
Frythe Way and east
of Freight Lane,
Cranbrook

Agriculture

85-113

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
The site has
minor
constraints
(Amber)

No significant constraints to development identified; greatest is that See
the site would tend to result in car-based development as it would
pages
57-58
form an extension of an existing long cul-de-sac. The only
alternative to this would be the development of a road circuit via
site 396 and the 2016 Crane Valley allocation to the High Street but
as site 396 is not considered suitable for development, this is not
recommended. Site moderately located for services and facilities
and impact on Grade II listed Pest House should be minimised.

54

Land on the east
side of Mill Lane,
Sissinghurst, TN17
2HX

Meadow

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint
(Red)

The site is zoned as a Grassland of Importance in the Kent County See
Council list of Priority Habitats. Though not protected statutorily, pages
this is considered a significant constraint to developing the site. It is 59-60
recommended, in line with NPPF paragraphs 109, 110, 117 and
118, that rather than being developed for housing, the landowner
instead implements appropriate ecological or environmental
enhancements, potentially as part of a planning agreement on
another site. However, if factors such as housing demand weigh in
favour of development, there could be, in line with national policy,
potential as a last resort for offsetting, i.e. for the site to be
developed and the habitat lost to be recreated on an alternative
site. No other significant constraints; moderately located for access
to community services and facilities.

0.86

6

For
further
details

AECOM measurement
Where the site was assessed as not suitable for development within this assessment, the dwelling yield is given as ‘n/a’. Where the dwelling yield is given as a range, this represents the lower (30
dph) and higher (40 dph) potential densities.

7
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite
area
6
(ha)

Current landAssessed dwelling Assessment of Summary of assessment rationale
7
use
yield
suitability for
allocation

68

Land at junction of
Common Road and
Frittenden Road,
Sissinghurst

1.61

Agriculture

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint
(Red)

The site is zoned as a Grassland of Importance in the Kent County See
Council list of Priority Habitats. Though not protected statutorily,
pages
this is considered a significant constraint to developing the site. It is 61-62
recommended, in line with NPPF paragraphs 109, 110, 117 and
118, that rather than being developed for housing, the landowner
instead implements appropriate ecological or environmental
enhancements, potentially as part of a planning agreement on
another site. However, if factors such as housing demand weigh in
favour of development, there could be, in line with national policy,
potential as a last resort for offsetting, i.e. for the site to be
developed and the habitat lost to be recreated on an alternative
site. Moderately located for access to community services and
facilities; settings of three listed buildings close to site is a
moderate constraint. Although site 68 does not directly adjoin the
settlement boundary of Sissinghurst, as previously noted in section
2.6 above both TWBC and CSPC accept that it adjoins the
settlement in de facto terms and is therefore suitable for
assessment through this exercise.

110

Land to the west of
Co-operative, High
Street, Cranbrook
TN17 3DQ

0.46

Urban back n/a
land

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has
significant
constraints
(Red)

The site has no vehicular access other than a driveway to the car
park and it is not possible to determine how the new access
needed would be created without the demolition of existing
buildings, some of which are in a Conservation Area (it is not
suitable for a site’s sole access by either car or foot to be through
an existing car park). Additionally, the entire site is covered by a
group Tree Preservation Order. Other considerations, including
Conservation Area/listed buildings, are also constraints, albeit less
significant than the lack of access and the group TPO.

119

Land adjacent to
Angley Road,
Cranbrook

1.31

Woodland

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint
(Red)

The site is wholly within Angley Wood Local Wildlife Site. Though See
not protected statutorily, this is considered a significant constraint pages
to developing the site. It is recommended, in line with NPPF 65-66
paragraphs 109, 110, 117 and 118, that rather than being
developed for housing, the landowner instead implements
appropriate ecological or environmental enhancements, potentially
as part of a planning agreement on another site. However, if factors
such as housing demand weigh in favour of development, there
could be, in line with national policy, potential as a last resort for
offsetting, i.e. for the site to be developed and the habitat lost to be
recreated on an alternative site. The site’s distance from services
and facilities is another relatively significant issue, though a
relatively less important constraint than the Local Wildlife Site.

n/a

11
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pages
63-64
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite
area
6
(ha)

Current landAssessed dwelling Assessment of Summary of assessment rationale
7
use
yield
suitability for
allocation

129

Big Side Playing
Field adjacent to
Quaker Lane and
Waterloo Road,
Cranbrook

4.64

Playing
field

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has
significant
constraints
(Red)

By far the most significant constraint for this site is the risk of actual See
or perceived coalescence between Cranbrook and Wilsley Green, pages
which it is considered would be contrary to national planning policy. 67-68
Other, lesser constraints, though still relatively significant, would be
the need for re-provision of playing fields on a suitable site as per
NPPF paragraph 74 and the potential impact of development on
the setting of heritage assets, most notably the Grade I listed St
Dunstan’s Church. There is potential for mitigation of the
coalescence issue if only the southern quarter of the site were to
be developed, though even here, there is a risk of perceived
coalescence, impact on the setting of heritage assets, and
paragraph 74 would still apply.

130

Cranbrook School
Main Campus,
Waterloo Road,
Cranbrook TN17
3JD

16.07

Secondary
school
buildings
and playing
fields

Not possible to
estimate precisely
without an
indicative or
detailed
masterplan; it is
also not yet clear if
it is housing or
other land uses
proposed. If
housing, the
sensitivity and
complexity of the
site suggests a limit
of tens rather than
hundreds of units
seems appropriate.

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
The site has
significant
constraints
(Amber)

This is a large, complex site with constraints related mainly to
See
heritage assets and town character due to the very large number of pages
69-71
listed buildings within and adjacent to the site, including the
working Union Smock Mill, which may restrict development in parts
of the south of the site for operational as well as heritage reasons.
However, this does not preclude limited and sensitive
intensification or development in selected locations, guided by an
appropriate masterplan responsive to the site’s key requirements.
Other than heritage and character, the site performs well in terms
of brownfield development and access to services and facilities,
though any development of playing fields would have to pass the
NPPF paragraph 74 test.

12
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite
area
6
(ha)

Current landAssessed dwelling Assessment of Summary of assessment rationale
7
use
yield
suitability for
allocation

131

Jaegers Field,
Angley Road,
Cranbrook

2.75

Playing
field

25-34
(southernmost part
of site only)

The southern
quarter of the
site is suitable
for
development
with significant
constraints
(Amber); the
northern threequarters of the
site is not
suitable for
development
(Red)

The most significant constraint for development of the entire site is See
the risk of actual or perceived coalescence between Cranbrook pages
and Wilsley Green, which it is considered would be contrary to 72-73
national planning policy. However, development of the southern
quarter of the site only, if sensitively designed to minimise the risk
and perception of coalescence, could be suitable. The requirement
for re-provision of playing fields on a suitable site as per NPPF
paragraph 74 would still apply. The separation between Cranbrook
and Wilsley Green at this location is narrow already and potential
to mitigate this constraint as part of any development should be
explored.

132

Rammell Field,
Bakers Cross,
Cranbrook

1.69

Playing
field

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint
(Red)

Though there are criteria that would support development of the
See
site, including its proximity to services and facilities and
pages
74-75
accessibility, the single immovable constraint for this site is the
contribution it has been assessed as making to the character of the
Cranbrook Conservation Area through its use as open space. As
this would be irrevocably lost by any form of development, no
matter how sympathetic to the surrounding historic environment,
the site is unsuitable for allocation as it would fail to protect or
enhance the Conservation Area as required by planning law.

133

Land adjoining
4.21
Cranbrook Primary
School, Quaker
Lane, Cranbrook (A)

Playing
field and
agriculture

(southern half of
site only)- 50-67
dwellings

The southern
half of the site
is suitable for
development
with significant
constraints
(Amber); the
northern half of
the site is not
suitable for
development
(Red)

The most significant constraint for this site is the risk of actual or
See
perceived coalescence between Cranbrook and Wilsley Green and pages
76-78
its conservation area, which it is considered would be contrary to
national planning policy. Additionally, the northern half of the site is
designated as Grassland of Importance in the Kent County Council
Priority Habitats 2012 dataset. Both of these factors make the
northern half of the site unsuitable for development. The southern
half of the site could be developed with significant constraints:
firstly, the requirement for sensitive design to mitigate any actual or
perceived coalescence between the two settlements, including
retention of the existing hedge as a defensible boundary; secondly,
the need for re-provision of playing fields on a suitable site as per
NPPF paragraph 74; and thirdly, though they are not specifically
protected by national or local planning policy, the local policy
approach to development of allotments is that opportunities should
be explored for re-provision of allotments in the locality

13
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite
area
6
(ha)

Current landAssessed dwelling Assessment of Summary of assessment rationale
7
use
yield
suitability for
allocation

For
further
details

157

The Tanyard
Woodyard, The
Tanyard, Cranbrook
TN17 3HU

0.22

Urban back 7-9 dwellings
land

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Green)
The site has
minor
constraints

It would be relatively easy to provide vehicular access to the site;
though it would be at the end of a long cul-de-sac, it benefits from
direct pedestrian and cycle connections to services and facilities
within the town centre and the small size of the site would reduce
traffic impact; there is a fairly steep slope on the site that would
need to be mitigated through appropriate housing design and
layout, which would also seek to respond to the adjoining
conservation area and nearby listed buildings.

See
pages
79-82

159

Land south of The
Street, Sissinghurst

0.55

Agriculture

16-22 dwellings

The site is
suitable for
development
(Amber)
The site has
minor
constraints

The site performs well on a number of criteria but access issues,
which led an existing application to be withdrawn, need to be
resolved. Additionally, design and layout, including in terms of
visual impact/building heights, need to be sensitive to adjacent
conservation area and listed building. Subject to satisfactory
resolution of these issues, the site is very-well located in terms of
services and facilities, visual and ecological impacts are limited
relative to other Sissinghurst sites, and there is potential for
development to enhance a community facility (Village Hall/St
George’s Institute).

See
pages
83-84

269

Museum and land,
Carriers Road,
Cranbrook

0.16

Museum

Would need to be
assessed by
architect who
specialises in
historic buildings,
but estimated at
between 2-4
dwellings as
conversion of
existing building

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Amber)
The site has
significant
constraints

The site is suitable for redevelopment for housing uses subject to
significant heritage constraints, which would entail no additional
buildings within the existing curtilage and sensitive redevelopment
of the existing building without any material changes to its external
appearance, in line with the duty to protect and enhance
conservation areas. Additionally, NPPF paragraphs 28 and 70
indicate that any redevelopment without re-provision of the
museum, which is an important community facility, in a suitable
alternative location, would not be permitted

See
pages
83-84

385

The Providence
Chapel, Stone
Street, Cranbrook

0.03

Unused
chapel

Would need to be
assessed by
architect who
specialises in
historic buildings,
but estimated at
between 1-2
dwellings as
conversion of
existing building

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Amber)
The site has
significant
constraints

The site is suitable for development subject to sensitive
redevelopment of the existing listed building without any material
changes to its external appearance, in line with the duty to protect
and enhance conservation areas. As the Chapel is disused, there
would be no loss of a community facility and the location in terms
of access to community services and facilities is outstanding.
Minimisation of impact on nearby underground Victorian culverts
should be considered in any redevelopment.

See
pages
85-89
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite
area
6
(ha)

Current landAssessed dwelling Assessment of Summary of assessment rationale
7
use
yield
suitability for
allocation

396

Land West of
Freight Lane,
Cranbrook

6.71

Agriculture

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint
(Red)

The site is not suitable for development on landscape grounds. It is See
prominent within the high-quality landscape of the rural Crane
pages
90-94
Valley which forms a green wedge into Cranbrook at this point,
adding significantly to local character and forming an important
feature of local distinctiveness. The loss of open land in this
location could not be mitigated and the site includes ancient
woodland. The fact that the landscape and woodland in question is
part of an AONB adds to the strong case for not developing the
site. The cumulative visual impact of development following
allocation of AL/CR4 on the other side of the valley would also be
substantial. Added to this, accessibility would be another significant
constraint, exacerbated by the fact that mitigation could entail a link
across the Crane Valley via AL/CR4 to the High Street, which
would have further significant visual impacts on the valley
landscape.

407

Land at Brooksden,
High Street,
Cranbrook

0.41

Back
garden of
veterinary
hospital

5-8 dwellings
(developable area
reduced due to
mature trees in a
conservation area,
and assumption
that existing
building will remain
in use as a
veterinary hospital)

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Amber)
The site has
minor
constraints

The site is a large back garden within a conservation area that has See
no impact on listed buildings but has a number of mature trees;
pages
development should seek to ensure no net loss of trees. Other than 95-99
this consideration, the site has few constraints; it is highly
accessible for services and facilities and the visual impact of
development would be very limited. Visual inspection reveals an
existing derelict property that could have heritage value when
restored, and development could have potential for restoration of
this property as 1-2 dwellings.

409

The High Weald
Academy, Angley
Road, Cranbrook

1.70

Secondary
school

Difficult to ascertain
without clearer
understanding of
developer’s
intention and/or
detailed
masterplanning, but
were site to be
developed entirely
for housing and
school re-provided
elsewhere, then
between 46-61
dwellings.

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Amber)
The site has
minor
constraints

The site could have potential for housing but without clearer
evidence of developer intention and/or a masterplan, it is difficult to
comment in detail. If the site were to be developed for uses other
than a school, the school would need to be re-provided on a
suitable alternative site. Additionally, redevelopment of playing
fields would need to pass the NPPF para 74 test. The site is not
particularly accessible by foot to community services and facilities
in Cranbrook town centre.

15
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further
details
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite
area
6
(ha)

Current landAssessed dwelling Assessment of Summary of assessment rationale
7
use
yield
suitability for
allocation

430

Turnden Farm,
Hartley Road,
Cranbrook

27.64

Farm and
surrounding
agricultural
land

Difficult to ascertain
without clearer
understanding of
developer’s
intention and/or
detailed
masterplanning.
What is clear is that
redevelopment of
the entire site is not
proposed, which
would in any case
fail the test of
suitability. Based on
the footprint of
existing buildings
and the heritage
constraints of the
listed farmhouse, it
is estimated that
the indicative range
of dwellings the site
could
accommodate
would be around
30-50, probably as
residential-led
mixed use
development.

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Amber)
The site has
significant
constraints

Due to the potential risk of perceived or actual coalescence
See
between Cranbrook and Hartley, only a small proportion of the site pages
should be developed; it is understood that this proportion would be 105-111
in or around the existing footprint of farm buildings in the centre of
the site. If this is the case, development would need to be sensitive
in terms of respecting the setting of the Grade II listed Turnden
Farmhouse. The site is very poorly located in terms of walking
distance to services and facilities and will as a result be mainly carbased, but this is to an extent mitigated by the site’s assumed
limited capacity and the benefits of redeveloping/intensifying
existing underused buildings.

442

Land Adjacent
Orchard Cottage,
Frittenden Road,
Sissinghurst

0.42

Garden
land

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint
(Red)

The site is considered not suitable for development because it is
zoned as a BAP Priority Habitat for its value as a traditional apple
orchard, and as a result it is likely to be of high ecological value.
Despite the fact that the site performs relatively well on other
criteria, such as accessibility to services and facilities, it is not
considered that this constraint could be mitigated. Although site
442 does not directly adjoin the settlement boundary of
Sissinghurst, as previously noted in section 2.6 above both TWBC
and CSPC accept that it adjoins the settlement in de facto terms
and is therefore suitable for assessment through this exercise.
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further
details
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Site ref

TOTAL
ESTIMATED
CAPACITY

8

Location/descriptionSite
area
6
(ha)

Current landAssessed dwelling Assessment of Summary of assessment rationale
7
use
yield
suitability for
allocation
317-420 dwellings

8

For estimation purposes, both the higher and lower dwelling figures have assumed a capacity of approximately 50 dwellings at Site 130 (Cranbrook School)
17

For
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background

This report is an independent site appraisal for Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Neighbourhood Plan on behalf of
Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish Council (CSPC) carried out by AECOM planning consultants. The work to be
undertaken was agreed with the Parish Council and the Department for Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) in September 2017.
The Neighbourhood Plan, which will cover Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish in Tunbridge Wells Borough,
9
Kent, is being prepared in the context of the emerging Tunbridge Wells Local Plan . The Parish Council intends
the Neighbourhood Plan, when adopted, to include allocations for housing. In this context, the Parish Council
has asked AECOM to undertake an independent and objective assessment of the sites that are available for
housing for inclusion in the Neighbourhood Plan.
The purpose of the site appraisal is therefore to produce a clear assessment as to whether the identified sites
are deliverable, i.e. that they are suitable and available for housing development. The site appraisal is intended
to guide decision making and provide evidence for the eventual site selection to help ensure that the
10
Neighbourhood Plan can meet the Basic Conditions as determined by the Independent Examiner, as well as
any potential legal challenges by developers and other interested parties.
TWBC have stated that they are comfortable for sites at Cranbrook and Sissinghurst to be allocated by CSPC
within the neighbourhood plan, working jointly and iteratively with the Borough Council on the basis of emerging
local policy and evidence as the Local Plan develops. To reflect this approach, AECOM has engaged
extensively with TWBC during the preparation of this report to maximise the value that both organisations can
add to the planning of the parish and to minimise the potential for duplication of work.
At the time of writing, TWBC and CSPC advise that Cranbrook and Sissinghurst’s housing need has not yet
been quantified. For this reason, at the time of writing AECOM is progressing a Housing Needs Assessment
package for the parish through the Locality programme of supporting communities in neighbourhood planning.
Subsequent dialogue with CSPC has indicated that AECOM’s Masterplanning and Viability packages may also
be helpful in supporting the emerging Neighbourhood Plan.

9

Available online at http://consult.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/portal/planning_information/spp/local_plan/io/lp_io_1
Available at https://www.gov.uk/guidance/neighbourhood-planning--2

10
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2.

Policy and Evidence Review

2.1

National Policy (National Planning Policy Framework 11 and Planning
Practice Guidance 12)

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), adopted in 2012, sets out Government planning policy. It is
accompanied by the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), which provides further detail on how the NPPF is to be
applied. Both the NPPF and PPG are material considerations in the planning system and case law has
determined that both can be considered to carry equal weight.
The key element of national policy as set out in the NPPF and PPG having particular relevance for this site
assessment for Cranbrook and Sissinghurst parish (and that is not otherwise covered in the local policy
assessed below) is on development within and adjacent to Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs).
The southern half of the parish, including Cranbrook and its surrounding villages, is located within the High
Weald AONB, and much (of not all) of the northern half of the parish, including Sissinghurst and surrounding
villages, is within the AONB’s setting.
Taken together, national policy, as articulated by NPPF paragraph 116 and PPG paragraph: 005 Reference ID:
8-005-20140306, seeks to avoid major development in an AONB except in exceptional circumstances and
where it can be demonstrated to be in the public interest.
The PPG specifies further that whether a proposed development in an AONB should be treated as a major
development will be a matter for the relevant decision taker, taking into account the proposal in question and the
local context. In this case, the relevant decision taker (TWBC, in this case) advises that, at Cranbrook, sites
within or adjacent to the settlement’s Limit to Built Development (LBD; further details on LBDs below) can be
considered suitable in principle in terms of AONB policy (subject to further detailed consideration of impacts on
the AONB).
This was also the approach taken by TWBC in the recently adopted Site Allocations Local Plan (further details
below), which allocated sites within the AONB at Cranbrook but was nevertheless considered by the Inspector in
13
his Report to be in conformity with national AONB policy, despite the case made to the contrary by the High
Weald AONB.

2.2

Tunbridge Wells Core Strategy (2010) 14

At the time of writing, the Tunbridge Wells Core Strategy, adopted in 2010, sets out the key strategic planning
policies across the Borough, albeit that where these policies conflict with the subsequently adopted NPPF, then
the NPPF carries greater weight than the Core Strategy.
Policies within the Core Strategy having most relevance to any neighbourhood plan site assessment within the
Borough include the following:
Core Policy 1: Delivery of Development- this policy prioritises the allocation and release of previously
developed land within the Limits to Built Development (LBD) of settlements. Selected greenfield sites within
and/or adjacent to the LBD of settlements in small rural towns will also be allocated and released as appropriate
to maintain a sufficient phased supply of deliverable and developable land. Sites adjacent to or outside the LBD
15
of villages will not generally be allocated or released.
Exceptionally, allocations may be made or sites be released in locations other than as specified above where an
identified need for any of the following types of uses cannot be met on such sites:
11

Available at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2
Available at https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-guidance
13
Available at http://www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/121454/Inspectors-Final-Report-160608.pdf
14
Available at http://www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/138636/Core-Strategy-adopted-June-2010.compressed.pdf
15
This is an example of a policy that has been subsequently reinforced and amplified by the NPPF at a national level- paragraph 55 states
that local planning authorities should avoid new isolated homes in the countryside except in certain specified circumstances. Applied to the
Tunbridge Wells context, it seems reasonable to assume that ‘new isolated homes in the countryside’ means one or more dwellings in
locations that are not either within or directly abutting a settlement’s LBD.
12
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•

affordable housing (for local needs only) at the villages where the need cannot be met on a site within the
LBD in accordance with Core Policy 6: Housing Provision;

•

employment uses in the rural areas in accordance with Core Policy 14: Development in the Villages and
Rural Areas; and

•

recreational uses in accordance with Core Policy 8: Retail, Leisure and Community Facilities Provision.

Core Policy 4: Environment- The Borough's urban and rural landscapes, including the designated High Weald
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, will be conserved and enhanced.
Core Policy 6: Housing Provision- Housing will be developed at a density appropriate to the specific character
of the locality. It will contribute towards achieving the overall regional target of 40 dwellings per hectare and will
not generally be below 30 dwellings per hectare;
Core Policy 12: Development in Cranbrook- At Cranbrook, approximately 300 net additional dwellings will be
delivered on sites to be allocated and released in accordance with Core Policy 1: Delivery of Development;
Core Policy 14: Development in the Villages and Rural Areas- Approximately 360 net additional dwellings
will be delivered in the villages and rural areas [which includes Sissinghurst] on sites to be allocated and
released in accordance with Core Policy 1: Delivery of Development. New development will generally be
restricted to sites within the LBD of the villages in accordance with Core Policy 1: Delivery of Development.
Development will be appropriate to the scale and character of the settlement.

20
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2.3

Tunbridge Wells Site Allocations Local Plan (2016)16

The Site Allocations Local Plan, adopted in 2016, implements the Core Strategy’s distribution of housing by
allocating development within settlements across the Borough, including in both Cranbrook and Sissinghurst.
Allocations at Cranbrook are set out by the following policies:
•

AL/CR 1 (Police Station, Wheatfield Drive);

•

AL/CR 2 (Cranbrook Library Site);

•

AL/CR 3 (The Vicarage, Waterloo Road);

•

AL/CR 4 (Land Adjacent to the Crane Valley);

•

AL/CR 5 (Post Office Delivery Depot and Land at Stone Street/High Street/Crane Lane); and

•

AL/CR 6 (Wilkes Field).

One further parish allocation at Sissinghurst is set out by the following policy:
•

AL/VRA 1 (Former Sissinghurst Primary School, The Street, Sissinghurst)

No allocations are made for any of the other villages, hamlets or rural settlements across Cranbrook and
17
Sissinghurst parish, in line with the Council’s updated sustainable settlement hierarchy .
Proposals maps and legend accompany the Site Allocation Local Plan. These not only set out the locations and
boundaries of the allocations listed above, but also map the Limits to Built Development (LBD) at each
settlement, as well as various other key spatial policy designations. As such, the mapping and legend are highly
relevant for the purposes of this study and for this reason are reproduced in full as Figures 1, 2 and 3 on the
following pages.

16

Available at http://www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/130066/01_Site-Allocations-Local-Plan_July-2016.pdf
Available at http://www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/28833/Core-Strategy-Review-Background-Paper-1-SettlementHierarchy.pdf
17
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Figure 1: Site Allocations Local Plan (2016) map of Cranbrook

Source: Tunbridge Wells Site Allocations Local Plan (2016)

Figure 2: Site Allocations Local Plan (2016) map of Sissinghurst
22
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Source: Tunbridge Wells Site Allocations Local Plan (2016)

23
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Figure 3: Site Allocations Local Plan (2016) maps Legend

Source: Tunbridge Wells Site Allocations Local Plan (2016)
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2.4

Emerging Core Strategy Review (Issues and Options, 2017) 18

In 2017, TWBC started consultation on a new Local Plan to replace the adopted Core Strategy and Site
Allocations Local Plan. At the time of writing, the emerging Local Plan is at an early stage (issues and options),
meaning there are no new policies to refer to yet. Of most immediate relevance are the five spatial options for
the Borough that the Issues and Options document presents. These are as follows, with their potential
implications for Cranbrook and Sissinghurst assessed in each case:
•

Option 1: Focussed Growth- this would direct a medium proportion of development to Cranbrook and
only limited development to Sissinghurst;

•

Option 2: Semi-dispersed Growth- this would direct the same amount of development to Cranbrook as
Option 1 but a greater percentage to Sissinghurst as one of the Borough’s ‘larger villages’ (it was defined
as such in the updated settlement hierarchy work referenced previously);

•

Option 3: Dispersed Growth- this would direct development to all existing settlements based on their size,
meaning both Cranbrook and Sissinghurst would be likely to get more development than in Options 1 and
2;

•

Option 4: Growth Corridor-led Approach- development is directed to the A21 close to Royal Tunbridge
Wells and Pembury, meaning limited development/infill only at Cranbrook and Sissinghurst; and

•

Option 5: New Settlement Growth- this would direct all development to a new freestanding settlement
whose location is currently to be determined. This could theoretically mean anything from all of the
Borough’s development being accommodated within Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish or none of it being
accommodated within the parish.

2.5

Tunbridge Wells Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability
Assessment process 19

For the purposes of this Site Assessment, some of the evidence base studies that have been developed to
inform the emerging Core Strategy Review have great relevance- in particular, the Strategic Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) process.
The purpose of the SHELAA process is to carry out one or more Call(s) for Sites and then determine whether or
not those sites are suitable, available and achievable for housing and/or employment development. If sites pass
the three tests of suitability, availability and achievability, then the principle of development on them has been
accepted by the local authority and they may proceed to allocation in the Local Plan. On the other hand, sites
that do not pass these three tests are known as ‘rejected’ sites.
The SHELAA process at TWBC consists, at the time of writing, of three steps. Firstly, in 2016, an initial Call for
Sites from landowners and developers was followed by an interim SHELAA document (2017) assessing all of
these sites. A second call for sites was then made in 2017 which resulted in the identification of further land
considered to be available for development. The results of this second call for sites do not appear in the interim
SHELAA. Additionally, because the SHELAA is only at interim rather than final stage, it does not at the time of
writing decisively accept or reject sites. Rather, it lists site characteristics relevant to an assessment of suitability
and achievability, but does not make a final judgement on either.
Within Cranbrook and Sissinghurst parish, a total of forty sites were submitted as part of both Calls for Sites. Of
these forty, twenty-six appear in the interim SHELAA and fourteen do not.
Table 1 and Figures 4, 5 and 6 on the following pages list and map respectively all forty sites submitted within
the Parish and which therefore form the subject of this Site Assessment Report. Figures 4, 5 and 6 comprise
extracts from the interactive mapping that displays sites from both the 2016 and the 2017 Call for Sites together;
18

Available at http://consult.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/portal/planning_information/spp/local_plan/io/lp_io_1
Interim SHELAA available at http://www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/residents/planning/planning-policy/new-local-plan/interim-strategichousing-and-economic-land-availability-assessment; Calls for Sites interactive mapping available at
https://tunbridgewells.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=dbf1590f0ee44de8a862ff7aeb0f3b01; lists of sites by parish
available at http://www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/142054/5B6DAAC84A632686E0531401A8C04D03_CFS1-And2_ParishList_150917.pdf
19
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however, the numbers of individual sites are not visible in Figure 4 because they only appear at a higher level of
zoom.
Table 1: Sites within Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish submitted through the TWBC SHELAA Call for
Sites 2016 and 2017
Call for Sites Site name/address
20
ID

Site assessed Site area
(hectares)
in interim
SHELAA?

25

Land to the west of Frythe Way and east of Freight Lane, Cranbrook

Yes

2.83

29

Land at Boycourt Orchards, A229 Angley Road, Wisley Pound,
Cranbrook TN17 2HR

Yes

1.59

54

Land on the east side of Mill Lane, Sissinghurst, TN17 2HX

Yes

0.86

59

Gate Farm, adjacent to Hartley Road and Glassenbury Road, Hartley,
Cranbrook, TN17 2ST

Yes

0.67

68

Land at junction of Common Road and Frittenden Road, Sissinghurst

Yes

1.61

70

Land south west of Campion Crescent, Hartley, Cranbrook

Yes

0.23

71

Land adjoining Cranbrook Primary School, Quaker Lane, Cranbrook,
TN17 3JZ (B)

Yes

2.05

92

Land south of Grove Cottage, Tilsden Lane, Cranbrook TN17 3PJ

Yes

1.04

110

Land to the west of Co-operative, High Street, Cranbrook TN17 3DQ

Yes

0.46

119

Land adjacent to Angley Road, Cranbrook

Yes

1.31

120

Land east of Camden Lodge, adjacent to Mill Lane and Sissinghurst
Road, Sissinghurst

Yes

2.20

122

Gate Farmland at Charity Farm, Swattenden Lane, Cranbrook TN17
3PS

Yes

2.61

125

Land adjoining Wilsley Farm, adjacent to Angley Road and Whitewell
Lane, Cranbrook, TN17 2LE

Yes

0.99

128

Scott Field, Main Campus, Cranbrook School, adjacent to Bakers
Cross, Cranbrook

Yes

4.46

129

Big Side Playing Field adjacent to Quaker Lane and Waterloo Road,
Cranbrook

Yes

4.64

130

Cranbrook School Main Campus, Waterloo Road, Cranbrook TN17
3JD

Yes

16.07

131

Jaegers Field, Angley Road, Cranbrook

Yes

2.75

132

Rammell Field, Bakers Cross, Cranbrook

Yes

1.69

133

Land adjoining Cranbrook Primary School, Quaker Lane Cranbrook (A) Yes

4.21

155

Park Farm (formerly Breach Farm), Goudhurst Road, Cranbrook TN17
2LJ
Yes

1.15

157

The Tanyard Woodyard, The Tanyard, Cranbrook TN17 3HU

Yes

0.22

159

Land south of The Street, Sissinghurst

Yes

0.55

188

Land adjacent to Hartley Dyke, Cranbrook

Yes

7.58

269

Museum and land, Carriers Road, Cranbrook

Yes

0.16

20

This ID number was given to each site by TWBC and will form the site identifier for each site for the remainder of this study.
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Call for Sites Site name/address
20
ID

Site assessed Site area
(hectares)
in interim
SHELAA?

271

Land at Crane Lane including WC block and Wilkes Field, Cranbrook

Yes

0.40

292

Land at South of High Street, Cranbrook

No

4.96

296

Oak Tree Farm, The Common, Wilsley Pound, Cranbrook

No

0.67

301

The Moss Field, Sissinghurst Road, Sissinghurst

No

2.73

323

Land adjacent to Hartley Gate Farmhouse, Cranbrook

No

0.17

Land adjacent to Colliers Green Primary School, Colliers Green

Yes

48.05

345

Land adjacent to Glassenbury Road, Glassenbury Road, Cranbrook

No

1.37

365

Land at the Old Railway Line, Bishops Lane, Hartley

No

0.70

385

The Providence Chapel, Stone Street, Cranbrook

No

0.03

388

Glen Cove, Cranbrook Common, Cranbrook

No

0.81

396

Land West of Freight Lane, Cranbrook

No

6.71

398

Land at Marden Road, Cranbrook

No

4.41

407

Land at Brooksden, High Street, Cranbrook

No

0.41

409

The High Weald Academy, Angley Road, Cranbrook

No

1.70

430

Turnden Farm, Hartley Road, Cranbrook

No

27.64

442

Land Adjacent Orchard Cottage, Frittenden Road, Sissinghurst

No

0.42

325

21

Source: Tunbridge Wells Call for Sites and SHELAA, 2016-7

21

This site was renumbered as 160 in the Interim SHELAA document itself, for unknown reasons.
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Figure 4: Extract from TWBC interactive mapping showing sites listed in Table 1 across Cranbrook and
Sissinghurst Parish

Source: Tunbridge Wells Interactive Call for Sites Mapping, 2016-7
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Figure 5: Extract from TWBC interactive mapping showing sites listed in Table 1 within and adjacent to
Cranbrook

Source: Tunbridge Wells Interactive Call for Sites Mapping, 2016-7
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Figure 6: Extract from TWBC interactive mapping showing sites listed in Table 1 within and adjacent to
Sissinghurst

Source: Tunbridge Wells Interactive Call for Sites Mapping, 2016-7
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2.6

Initial appraisal of site suitability

In its Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), the government advises that evidence supporting neighbourhood
22
plans should be proportionate. With this in mind, as well as the need to make efficient use of the resources
available to AECOM, it is considered neither practical nor possible to carry out a detailed assessment of all forty
sites.
Fortunately, this is not in any case necessary. In fact, only a total of nineteen sites require further consideration:
of these nineteen, thirteen need for the partial assessment carried out already by TWBC in the Interim SHELAA
to be verified and completed, and six need full assessment by AECOM, having not previously been assessed at
all.
For the thirteen sites already partially assessed by TWBC, there is a need to minimise duplication of, and
maximise complementarity of, all assessment work. It is considered that the most appropriate role for AECOM
on these sites is to verify and comment on TWBC’s existing assessment, and then, on the basis of the existing
assessment and any AECOM comments or additions, derive a final judgement of technical suitability.
The remaining twenty-one sites in the Table 1 longlist do not require further assessment for the following
reasons:
•

Seventeen sites lie outside of or not adjacent to the LBDs of Cranbrook and Sissinghurst. This means that
local and national planning policy would not support their allocation, no matter what the results of any
detailed assessment against other criteria;

•

Two of the sites overlap wholly with existing allocations at Cranbrook in the 2016 Site Allocations Local
Plan; the sites are therefore already allocated for development and need no further assessment;

•

One site overlaps wholly with another site, and can therefore be discounted, as it will be assessed as part
of the overlapping site; and finally

•

One site both overlaps wholly with another site and lies outside of or not adjacent to the LBDs of
Cranbrook and Sissinghurst. This means that it can be discounted both because it will be assessed as part
of the overlapping site and because local and national planning policy would not support its allocation.

The only exceptions to the above criteria are Sites 68 and 442, which neighbour one another and are located
north of Sissinghurst. Although they do not directly adjoin the settlement boundary of Sissinghurst, it is clear
from Figure 2 that the settlement boundary of the northern edge of Sissinghurst excludes a substantial amount
of development, including all residential properties north of Cleavers and Sissinghurst Primary School. As such,
they adjoin Sissinghurst in de facto terms and both TWBC and CSPC have advised that in this case, an
exception may be made. As there are no other locations at either Cranbrook or Sissinghurst where the
settlement boundary cuts through existing development on the edge of the settlement, no other exceptions are
required.
Table 3 on the following pages lists, for each site, which of the above categories of assessment are appropriate,
with a rationale for AECOM’s judgement given in each case. Those sites that remain in need of more detailed
assessment, either by means of completing TWBC’s interim SHELAA work, or through a standalone (but fully
consistent) AECOM assessment, will be carried forward to Chapter 3 later in this report.

22

See https://www.gov.uk/guidance/neighbourhood-planning--2
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Table 3: Initial assessment of suitability of sites at Cranbrook and Sissinghurst based on TWBC planning policy
Call for Sites Site name/address
ID

25

Land to the west of Frythe Way and
east of Freight Lane, Cranbrook

29

Land at Boycourt Orchards, A229
Angley Road, Wisley Pound,
Cranbrook TN17 2HR

54

Land on the east side of Mill Lane,
Sissinghurst, TN17 2HX

59

Gate Farm, adjacent to Hartley Road
and Glassenbury Road, Hartley,
Cranbrook, TN17 2ST

68

Land at junction of Common Road
and Frittenden Road, Sissinghurst

70

71

23

Land south west of Campion
Crescent, Hartley, Cranbrook

Land adjoining Cranbrook Primary
School, Quaker Lane, Cranbrook,
TN17 3JZ (B)

Suitability in terms of local and
23
national LBD/settlement policy

Is site assessed within the TWBC
interim SHELAA?

Result for purposes of this site
assessment

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

Yes

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Yes

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Sissinghurst

Yes

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Yes

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Sissinghurst

Yes

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Yes

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Yes

Site overlaps entirely with site
129 and is not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

As per Section 2.1 above
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Call for Sites Site name/address
ID

Suitability in terms of local and
23
national LBD/settlement policy

Is site assessed within the TWBC
interim SHELAA?

Result for purposes of this site
assessment

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Yes

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

92

Land south of Grove Cottage, Tilsden
Lane, Cranbrook TN17 3PJ

Yes

110

Suitable as within/adjacent to
Land to the west of Co-operative, High LBD of Cranbrook
Street, Cranbrook TN17 3DQ

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

Yes

119

Land adjacent to Angley Road,
Cranbrook

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Yes

120

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
Land east of Camden Lodge, adjacent within LBDs of Cranbrook or
to Mill Lane and Sissinghurst Road,
Sissinghurst
Sissinghurst

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Yes

122

Gate Farmland at Charity Farm,
Swattenden Lane, Cranbrook TN17
3PS

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

Yes

125

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
Land adjoining Wilsley Farm, adjacent within LBDs of Cranbrook or
to Angley Road and Whitewell Lane,
Sissinghurst
Cranbrook, TN17 2LE

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

Yes

Site overlaps entirely with site
130- therefore does not
proceed to next stage as it
requires no separate
assessment

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

Yes

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

128

Scott Field, Main Campus, Cranbrook
School, adjacent to Bakers Cross,
Cranbrook

129

Big Side Playing Field adjacent to
Quaker Lane and Waterloo Road,
Cranbrook
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Call for Sites Site name/address
ID

Suitability in terms of local and
23
national LBD/settlement policy

Is site assessed within the TWBC
interim SHELAA?

Result for purposes of this site
assessment

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

Yes

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

Yes

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

Yes

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

Yes

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Yes

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

130

Cranbrook School Main Campus,
Waterloo Road, Cranbrook TN17 3JD

131

Jaegers Field, Angley Road,
Cranbrook

132

Rammell Field, Bakers Cross,
Cranbrook

133

Land adjoining Cranbrook Primary
School, Quaker Lane, Cranbrook (A)

155

Park Farm (formerly Breach Farm),
Goudhurst Road, Cranbrook TN17
2LJ

Yes

157

Suitable as within/adjacent to
The Tanyard Woodyard, The Tanyard, LBD of Cranbrook
Cranbrook TN17 3HU

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Sissinghurst

Yes

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Yes

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

Yes

Site proceeds to next stage;
assessment already started by
TWBC

159

Land south of The Street, Sissinghurst

188

Land adjacent to Hartley Dyke,
Cranbrook

269

Museum and land, Carriers Road,
Cranbrook
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Call for Sites Site name/address
ID

Suitability in terms of local and
23
national LBD/settlement policy

Is site assessed within the TWBC
interim SHELAA?

Result for purposes of this site
assessment

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

Yes

Site overlaps wholly with
existing TWBC allocation
AL/CR6: therefore does not
proceed to next stage as it
requires no further
assessment

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook;

No

Site overlaps entirely with
existing TWBC allocation
AL/CR4: therefore does not
proceed to next stage as it
requires no further
assessment

No

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

No

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

No

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

Yes

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

Land at Crane Lane including WC
block and Wilkes Field, Cranbrook

271

292

Land at South of High Street,
Cranbrook

296

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
Oak Tree Farm, The Common, Wilsley within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Pound, Cranbrook
Sissinghurst

301

The Moss Field, Sissinghurst Road,
Sissinghurst

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Land adjacent to Hartley Gate
Farmhouse, Cranbrook

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Land adjacent to Colliers Green
Primary School, Colliers Green

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

323

325

24

24

This site was renumbered as 160 in the Interim SHELAA document itself, for unknown reasons
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Call for Sites Site name/address
ID

Suitability in terms of local and
23
national LBD/settlement policy

Is site assessed within the TWBC
interim SHELAA?

Result for purposes of this site
assessment

No

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

No

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

No

Site proceeds to next stagedetailed assessment required

No

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

No

Site proceeds to next stagedetailed assessment required

No

Site not suitable for
development in terms of local
and national policy; does not
proceed to next stage

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

345

Land adjacent to Glassenbury Road,
Glassenbury Road, Cranbrook

365

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
Land at the Old Railway Line, Bishops within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Lane, Hartley
Sissinghurst

385

The Providence Chapel, Stone Street, Suitable as within/adjacent to
Cranbrook
LBD of Cranbrook
Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

388

Glen Cove, Cranbrook Common,
Cranbrook

396

Suitable as within/adjacent to
Land West of Freight Lane, Cranbrook LBD of Cranbrook

398

Land at Marden Road, Cranbrook

Not suitable; not adjacent to or
within LBDs of Cranbrook or
Sissinghurst

Land at Brooksden, High Street,
Cranbrook

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

No

407

Site proceeds to next stagedetailed assessment required

The High Weald Academy, Angley
Road, Cranbrook

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Cranbrook

No

409

Site proceeds to next stagedetailed assessment required

Turnden Farm, Hartley Road,
Cranbrook

Suitable as within/adjacent to
25
LBD of Cranbrook

No

430

Site proceeds to next stagedetailed assessment required

Land Adjacent Orchard Cottage,
Frittenden Road, Sissinghurst

Suitable as within/adjacent to
LBD of Sissinghurst

No

442

Site proceeds to next stagedetailed assessment required

25

Adjacent to Cranbrook LBD as amended by the Site Allocations Local Plan 2016
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All sites in both Cranbrook and Sissinghurst that remain for assessment following this filtering
exercise are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 on the following pages.
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Figure 7: Sites in Cranbrook to be assessed in detail (TWBC Interim SHELAA sites in blue, sites not previously assessed in red)

Source: Google Earth
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Figure 8: Sites in Sissinghurst to be assessed in detail (TWBC Interim SHELAA sites in blue, sites not previously assessed in red)

Source: Google Earth
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3.

Appraisal of remaining sites

3.1

Introduction

Site selection and allocations is one of the most contentious aspects of planning, raising strong
feelings amongst local people, landowners, developers and businesses. It is therefore important that
any assessment process carried out is independent, transparent, fair, robust and defensible and that
the same criteria and thought process is applied to each potential site. Equally important is the way in
which the work is recorded and communicated to interested parties.
The approach undertaken within this detailed element of the site appraisal is based primarily on the
Government’s National Planning Practice Guidance (Assessment of Land Availability) published in
2014 with on-going updates. This guidance demonstrates how to assess the suitability, availability and
achievability of land for housing or economic development as part of a local authority’s evidence base
for a Local Plan.
Although a Neighbourhood Plan is of course at a smaller scale than a Local Plan, the criteria used for
assessing the suitability of sites for housing remain appropriate.
In this context, the methodology for carrying out the remaining elements of the site assessment
process is presented below.

3.2

Task 1: Defining the criteria against which to assess all sites

A desk study was carried out that entailed review of a wide range of policy and evidence documents
in order to understand the history and the context for the Neighbourhood Plan site allocations. These
comprise:
•

Adopted Tunbridge Wells Core Strategy (2010);

•

Adopted Tunbridge Wells Site Allocations Local Plan (2016);

•

Cranbrook Conservation Area Appraisal Supplementary Planning Document (SPD), June
26
2010 ;

•

DEFRA Magic Map ;

•

Emerging Tunbridge Wells Local Plan (Issues and Options, 2017);

•

Google Earth, Google Maps and Google Street View ;

•

Information provided verbally and via e-mail, by Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish Council
and their planning advisors, Feria Urbanism;

•

Kent County Council Landscape Information System (KLIS) mapping ;

•

Kent and Medway Biodiversity Areas mapping ;

•

Online mapping of Protected Trees in Tunbridge Wells Borough ;

•

Sissinghurst Conservation Area Appraisal Supplementary Planning Document (SPD), June
32
2010 ;

•

Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Assessment, October 2011 ;
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28

29

30

31

33

26

Available at http://www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/24796/CAA_Cranbrook.pdf
Available at http://www.magic.gov.uk
28
Available at https://www.google.co.uk/intl/en_uk/earth/ and https://www.google.co.uk/maps
29
Available at http://webapps.kent.gov.uk/KCC.KLIS.Web.Sites.Public/ViewMap.aspx
30
Available at http://bbowt-extra.org.uk/KWTWebMap/
31
Available at
https://tunbridgewells.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=746f3da718984df2a1e144b22628cd4c
32
Available at http://www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/27911/Sissinghurst-Conservation-AreaAppraisal_adopted-Oct-2012.pdf
33
Available at http://www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/24483/PP_BLCAA_2011.pdf
27
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•

Tunbridge Wells Local Plan Proposals Maps ; and

•

Natural England’s Agricultural Land Quality Mapping for London and the South East .
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Based on data from the above sources, site appraisal pro-formas were developed. The purpose of the
pro-formas is to enable a consistent evaluation of each site through the consideration of an
established set of parameters against which each site can be then appraised.
The pro-forma utilised for the assessment enables a range of information to be recorded, including
the following:
•

Background information:

•

─

Site location and use;

─

Site context and planning history;

Suitability:

•

─

Site characteristics;

─

Environmental considerations;

─

Heritage considerations;

─

Community facilities and services;

─

Other key considerations (e.g. flood risk, agricultural land, tree preservation orders); and

Availability.

All sites were assessed for their walking distances from what has been termed the ‘centres of gravity’
for services and facilities. A village’s ‘centre of gravity’ for services and facilities can be defined as
being the location closest on average to the full range of village conveniences, including shops, pubs,
employment sites, emergency services, schools and so on.
In the case of this assessment, two ‘centres of gravity’ were defined- one for Cranbrook and one for
Sissinghurst.
It is considered that the approximate points that are both themselves highly accessible and on
average closest to the widest range of village services and facilities are:
•

The junction of High Street, Carriers Road and Stone Street in Cranbrook; and

•

The junction of Common Road and The Street, Sissinghurst.

The distance between the centre point of each site being assessed and its local ‘centre of gravity’ was
then measured, in metres, along existing and proposed routes. It is important to measure along
existing and proposed routes rather than as the crow flies, as the latter obviously does not give an
accurate picture of walking time.
Sites whose centre points were within 400 metres walking distance of the villages’ centres of gravity
were given a ‘green’ traffic light assessment. Sites between 400 and 800 metres were given an
‘amber’ traffic light, and sites over 800 metres were given a ‘red’ traffic light.

3.3

Task 2: Review of sites already assessed by TWBC

The Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Site Assessment process is relatively unusual in that TWBC have
already provided an interim (though incomplete) assessment of the majority of the remaining sites
through the Interim SHELAA.
As such, it was considered that filling out a site appraisal pro-forma for each of these sites would be
inefficient and likely to duplicate work. Instead, the information captured by TWBC was verified and
then additional assessment was carried out, ‘topping up’ the existing TWBC conclusions to ensure

34
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Available at http://www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk/residents/planning/planning-policy/local-plan/local-plan-proposals-maps
Available at http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/141047?category=5954148537204736
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precise consistency between those sites whose assessment was started by TWBC and those sites
whose assessment was carried out entirely by AECOM through the pro-formas described above.
For all sites already listed in the TWBC Interim SHELAA, AECOM carried out a review of the
information that had been captured by TWBC (which was consistent across all sites), then assessed
the accuracy of that information, and subsequently looked to fill any relevant gaps in that evidence.
This exercise required judgement on the part of AECOM in determining the accuracy and extent of
TWBC’s interim conclusions. It was considered that the clearest, most practical way to do this was to
divide the Appendix A proforma into its constituent headings that form broad topic areas, and then
make a judgement as to whether or not TWBC had carried out for each site a partial assessment of
that topic area, a complete assessment, or no assessment at all. The results of this exercise are set
out in Table 4 below.
Table 4: Structure of assessment for sites listed in the TWBC Interim SHELAA
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC treatment of Proposed AECOM action
Proforma broad topic topic area
area

General Information

Context

Accessibility

Environmental
considerations
Heritage
considerations

Community facilities
and services
Other key
considerations

Characteristics

Availability

Summary

TWBC assessment is complete

Review TWBC assessment; no
further information needs to be
added for this topic area

No TWBC assessment

Add: greenfield/brownfield
assessment, site planning
history (traffic light
assessments)

TWBC assessment is complete

Review TWBC assessment; no
further information needs to be
added for this topic area

TWBC assessment is incomplete

Add: policy/environmental
designations, ecological
assessment, landscape and
visual impact, agricultural land
assessment (traffic light
assessments)

TWBC assessment is incomplete

Add: details of heritage
designations or assets (traffic
light assessment)

No TWBC assessment

Add: assessment of proximity to
community facilities and
services (traffic light
assessment)

TWBC assessment is incomplete

Add: assessment of existing
social, community or amenity
value (traffic light assessment)

TWBC assessment is incomplete

Add: assessment of impact for
coalescence, assessment of
impact on size and character of
settlement (traffic light
assessments)

TWBC assessment is complete

Review TWBC assessment; no
further information needs to be
added for this topic area

No TWBC assessment

Add: Conclusions (traffic light
assessment), potential housing
capacity, key evidence for
decision
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Based on Table 5, a bespoke proforma was developed for each of the sites where TWBC had started
assessment, and these proformas are set out in full in Appendix A. Appendix A should be read in
conjunction with the Cranbrook and Sissinghurst section of TWBC’s Interim SHELAA.

3.4

Task 3: Assessment of ‘standalone’ sites

Having added data to those sites whose assessment had been started by TWBC, AECOM then began
to populate the pro-formas for the ‘standalone’ sites, i.e. the six sites where no assessment had yet
been carried out. As explained above, the intended result was for all sites to be assessed on an equal
basis against the same criteria in every case, to ensure full consistency of assessment across the
parish. All completed proformas are set out in Appendix B.

3.5

Task 4: Site visit

After the completion of the initial desk study, a site visit to the Neighbourhood Plan area was
undertaken by a member of the AECOM Neighbourhood Planning team. The purpose of the site visit
was to evaluate the sites ‘on the ground’ to test and validate the findings of the desktop assessment.
It was also an opportunity to better understand the context and nature of the Neighbourhood Plan
area and each individual site. Final conclusions as to the suitability or otherwise of each site were only
formulated following and on the basis of the site visit.

3.6

Task 5: Completion of assessment

Following the site visit, a final judgement was applied to each site, using a traffic-light rating. This was
to validate and the findings of the site visit and to enable the performance of each site across the full
range of criteria to be consolidated into a single verdict on suitability and availability.
For consistency of assessment, indicative housing capacities for each site considered suitable and
available have been calculated based on a density range indicated by the adopted Core Strategy (3040 dwellings per hectare). Because these capacities are indicative only, they are likely to be refined by
future masterplanning work on some or all of the sites considered suitable or suitable with constraints.
Section 4 presents a summary of the results of the site appraisal.
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4.

Summary of appraisal results

This section provides a summary of the results of the appraisal carried out for each of the sites
considered to have potential for development having regard to the local planning and evidence
context. Note that any assessment of this nature can only be a snapshot in time- there is the potential
for some sites assessed as not suitable or available for the purposes of this assessment to become
suitable or available either within this plan period or into the next, depending on the actions taken by
the landowner or developer.
The sites have been assessed using the Government’s Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) relating to
36
Neighbourhood Planning and the assessment of land for development . From a review of all existing
information, a judgement has been made as to whether each site is suitable for residential
development.
A ‘traffic light’ rating of all sites has been given based on whether the site is an appropriate candidate
to be considered for allocation in the Neighbourhood Plan. The criteria are consistent across all sites
and consistent with the government’s Planning Practice Guidance. The traffic light rating indicates
‘green’ for sites that show no or minimal constraints and are therefore appropriate as site allocations,
‘amber’ for sites which are potentially suitable if constraints (ranging from the moderate to the severe)
can be resolved and ‘red’ for sites which are not currently suitable - in other words, where ‘showstopping’ constraints are considered to be significant or immovable enough to prevent development.
The judgement on each site is based on whether or not each site is suitable and available. In terms
of the separate criterion of achievability, Section 4.1.1 below provides further detail on the concept of
viability.
With more information from landowners/developers (for example, on precise developer intention), it is
possible that some currently amber sites could be moved into the green category to give greater
certainty on the shortlist of sites.
It is recommended that a ‘buffer’ of housing supply is provided, which may be one or two sites
allocated as contingency housing sites. These could be developed if the allocated sites do not
progress as expected.

4.1.1

Viability

This assessment has not considered the viability of sites for the development proposed. The
Neighbourhood Plan should be able to demonstrate that the sites considered suitable and available
are also financially viable to develop.
As part of the site selection process, it is recommended that CSPC discusses site viability with TWBC.
Viability appraisals for individual sites may have already been carried out by landowners or other
parties. If not, it may possible to use the Council’s existing viability evidence base to test the viability
of sites proposed for allocation in the Neighbourhood Plan. This can be done by ‘matching’ site
typologies used in existing viability work with sites proposed by the Neighbourhood Plan to give an
indication of whether a site is viable for development and therefore likely to be delivered. In addition,
any landowner or developer promoting a site for development should be contacted to request their
own evidence of viability.
However, valuations produced by a third party are not necessarily definitive or sufficiently independent. For
this reason, AECOM are able to provide separate viability advice to CSPC if their application for support in
this regard is successful.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/neighbourhood-planning--2#key-stages-in-neighbourhood-planning and
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-and-economic-land-availability-assessment
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Table 5 on the following page summarises the results of our assessment of suitability and availability
for each of the sites in the parish that were subject to detailed assessment.
The conclusions are based on our professional experience and judgement of the appropriateness of
each site, in planning terms, to be taken forward as allocations in the Neighbourhood Plan.
This summary should be read alongside the assessment table for the Interim SHELAA sites in
Appendix A and the full set of site appraisal pro-formas for the ‘standalone’ sites in Appendix B.
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Table 5: Summary of assessment of all sites in Cranbrook and Sissinghurst
Site ref

Location/descriptionSite area Current land Assessed dwelling
37
38
(ha)
use
yield

Assessment of
suitability for
allocation

Summary of assessment rationale

For
further
details

25

Land to the west of 2.83
Frythe Way and east
of Freight Lane,
Cranbrook

Agriculture

85-113

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
The site has
minor constraints
(Amber)

No significant constraints to development identified; greatest is that the
site would tend to result in car-based development as it would form an
extension of an existing long cul-de-sac. The only alternative to this
would be the development of a road circuit via site 396 and the 2016
Crane Valley allocation to the High Street but as site 396 is not
considered suitable for development, this is not recommended. Site
moderately located for services and facilities and impact on Grade II
listed Pest House should be minimised.

See
pages
57-58

54

Land on the east
side of Mill Lane,
Sissinghurst, TN17
2HX

0.86

Meadow

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint (Red)

The site is zoned as a Grassland of Importance in the Kent County See
Council list of Priority Habitats. Though not protected statutorily, this is pages
considered a significant constraint to developing the site. It is 59-60
recommended, in line with NPPF paragraphs 109, 110, 117 and 118,
that rather than being developed for housing, the landowner instead
implements appropriate ecological or environmental enhancements,
potentially as part of a planning agreement on another site. However, if
factors such as housing demand weigh in favour of development, there
could be, in line with national policy, potential as a last resort for
offsetting, i.e. for the site to be developed and the habitat lost to be
recreated on an alternative site. No other significant constraints;
moderately located for access to community services and facilities.

68

Land at junction of
Common Road and
Frittenden Road,
Sissinghurst

1.61

Agriculture

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint (Red)

The site is zoned as a Grassland of Importance in the Kent County
Council list of Priority Habitats. Though not protected statutorily, this is
considered a significant constraint to developing the site. It is
recommended, in line with NPPF paragraphs 109, 110, 117 and 118,
that rather than being developed for housing, the landowner instead
implements appropriate ecological or environmental enhancements,
potentially as part of a planning agreement on another site. However, if
factors such as housing demand weigh in favour of development, there
could be, in line with national policy, potential as a last resort for
offsetting, i.e. for the site to be developed and the habitat lost to be
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See
pages
61-62

AECOM measurement
Where the site was assessed as not suitable for development within this assessment, the dwelling yield is given as ‘n/a’. Where the dwelling yield is given as a range, this represents the lower (30 dph) and
higher (40 dph) potential densities.
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite area Current land Assessed dwelling
37
38
(ha)
use
yield

Assessment of
suitability for
allocation

Summary of assessment rationale

For
further
details

recreated on an alternative site. Moderately located for access to
community services and facilities; settings of three listed buildings close
to site is a moderate constraint. Although site 68 does not directly adjoin
the settlement boundary of Sissinghurst, as previously noted in section
2.6 above both TWBC and CSPC accept that it adjoins the settlement in
de facto terms and is therefore suitable for assessment through this
exercise.
110

Land to the west of
Co-operative, High
Street, Cranbrook
TN17 3DQ

0.46

Urban back
land

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has
significant
constraints (Red)

The site has no vehicular access other than a driveway to the car park
and it is not possible to determine how the new access needed would
be created without the demolition of existing buildings, some of which
are in a Conservation Area (it is not suitable for a site’s sole access by
either car or foot to be through an existing car park). Additionally, the
entire site is covered by a group Tree Preservation Order. Other
considerations, including Conservation Area/listed buildings, are also
constraints, albeit less significant than the lack of access and the group
TPO.

119

Land adjacent to
Angley Road,
Cranbrook

1.31

Woodland

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint (Red)

The site is wholly within Angley Wood Local Wildlife Site. Though not See
protected statutorily, this is considered a significant constraint to pages
developing the site. It is recommended, in line with NPPF paragraphs 65-66
109, 110, 117 and 118, that rather than being developed for housing, the
landowner instead implements appropriate ecological or environmental
enhancements, potentially as part of a planning agreement on another
site. However, if factors such as housing demand weigh in favour of
development, there could be, in line with national policy, potential as a
last resort for offsetting, i.e. for the site to be developed and the habitat
lost to be recreated on an alternative site. The site’s distance from
services and facilities is another relatively significant issue, though a
relatively less important constraint than the Local Wildlife Site.

129

Big Side Playing
Field adjacent to
Quaker Lane and
Waterloo Road,
Cranbrook

4.64

Playing field

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has
significant
constraints (Red)

By far the most significant constraint for this site is the risk of actual or See
perceived coalescence between Cranbrook and Wilsley Green, which it pages
is considered would be contrary to national planning policy. Other, 67-68
lesser constraints, though still relatively significant, would be the need
for re-provision of playing fields on a suitable site as per NPPF
paragraph 74 and the potential impact of development on the setting of
heritage assets, most notably the Grade I listed St Dunstan’s Church.
There is potential for mitigation of the coalescence issue if only the
southern quarter of the site were to be developed, though even here,
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite area Current land Assessed dwelling
37
38
(ha)
use
yield

Assessment of
suitability for
allocation

Summary of assessment rationale

For
further
details

there is a risk of perceived coalescence, impact on the setting of
heritage assets, and paragraph 74 would still apply.
130

Cranbrook School
Main Campus,
Waterloo Road,
Cranbrook TN17
3JD

16.07

Secondary
school
buildings and
playing fields

Not possible to
estimate precisely
without an indicative
or detailed
masterplan; it is also
not yet clear if it is
housing or other land
uses proposed. If
housing, the
sensitivity and
complexity of the site
suggests a limit of
tens rather than
hundreds of units
seems appropriate.

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
The site has
significant
constraints
(Amber)

This is a large, complex site with constraints related mainly to heritage
See
assets and town character due to the very large number of listed
pages
69-71
buildings within and adjacent to the site, including the working Union
Smock Mill, which may restrict development in parts of the south of the
site for operational as well as heritage reasons. However, this does not
preclude limited and sensitive intensification or development in selected
locations, guided by an appropriate masterplan responsive to the site’s
key requirements. Other than heritage and character, the site performs
well in terms of brownfield development and access to services and
facilities, though any development of playing fields would have to pass
the NPPF paragraph 74 test.
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Jaegers Field,
Angley Road,
Cranbrook

2.75

Playing field

25-34 (southernmost
part of site only)

The southern
quarter of the
site is suitable
for development
with significant
constraints
(Amber); the
northern threequarters of the
site is not
suitable for
development
(Red)

The most significant constraint for development of the entire site is the See
risk of actual or perceived coalescence between Cranbrook and Wilsley pages
Green, which it is considered would be contrary to national planning 72-73
policy. However, development of the southern quarter of the site only, if
sensitively designed to minimise the risk and perception of coalescence,
could be suitable. The requirement for re-provision of playing fields on a
suitable site as per NPPF paragraph 74 would still apply. The separation
between Cranbrook and Wilsley Green at this location is narrow already
and potential to mitigate this constraint as part of any development
should be explored.
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Rammell Field,
Bakers Cross,
Cranbrook

1.69

Playing field

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint (Red)

Though there are criteria that would support development of the site,
See
including its proximity to services and facilities and accessibility, the
pages
74-75
single immovable constraint for this site is the contribution it has been
assessed as making to the character of the Cranbrook Conservation
Area through its use as open space. As this would be irrevocably lost by
any form of development, no matter how sympathetic to the surrounding
historic environment, the site is unsuitable for allocation as it would fail
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite area Current land Assessed dwelling
37
38
(ha)
use
yield

Assessment of
suitability for
allocation

Summary of assessment rationale

For
further
details

to protect or enhance the Conservation Area as required by planning
law.
133

Land adjoining
4.21
Cranbrook Primary
School, Quaker
Lane, Cranbrook (A)

Playing field
and
agriculture

(southern half of site
only)- 50-67
dwellings

The southern
half of the site is
suitable for
development
with significant
constraints
(Amber); the
northern half of
the site is not
suitable for
development
(Red)

The most significant constraint for this site is the risk of actual or
See
perceived coalescence between Cranbrook and Wilsley Green and its
pages
76-78
conservation area, which it is considered would be contrary to national
planning policy. Additionally, the northern half of the site is designated
as Grassland of Importance in the Kent County Council Priority Habitats
2012 dataset. Both of these factors make the northern half of the site
unsuitable for development. The southern half of the site could be
developed with significant constraints: firstly, the requirement for
sensitive design to mitigate any actual or perceived coalescence
between the two settlements, including retention of the existing hedge
as a defensible boundary; secondly, the need for re-provision of playing
fields on a suitable site as per NPPF paragraph 74; and thirdly, though
they are not specifically protected by national or local planning policy,
the local policy approach to development of allotments is that
opportunities should be explored for re-provision of allotments in the
locality

157

The Tanyard
Woodyard, The
Tanyard, Cranbrook
TN17 3HU

0.22

Urban back
land

7-9 dwellings

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Green)
The site has
minor constraints

It would be relatively easy to provide vehicular access to the site;
See
though it would be at the end of a long cul-de-sac, it benefits from direct pages
79-82
pedestrian and cycle connections to services and facilities within the
town centre and the small size of the site would reduce traffic impact;
there is a fairly steep slope on the site that would need to be mitigated
through appropriate housing design and layout, which would also seek
to respond to the adjoining conservation area and nearby listed
buildings.

159

Land south of The
Street, Sissinghurst

0.55

Agriculture

16-22 dwellings

The site is
suitable for
development
(Amber)
The site has
minor constraints

The site performs well on a number of criteria but access issues, which
led an existing application to be withdrawn, need to be resolved.
Additionally, design and layout, including in terms of visual
impact/building heights, need to be sensitive to adjacent conservation
area and listed building. Subject to satisfactory resolution of these
issues, the site is very-well located in terms of services and facilities,
visual and ecological impacts are limited relative to other Sissinghurst
sites, and there is potential for development to enhance a community
facility (Village Hall/St George’s Institute).
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Location/descriptionSite area Current land Assessed dwelling
37
38
(ha)
use
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Assessment of
suitability for
allocation

Summary of assessment rationale

269

Museum and land,
Carriers Road,
Cranbrook

0.16

Museum

Would need to be
assessed by architect
who specialises in
historic buildings, but
estimated at between
2-4 dwellings as
conversion of existing
building

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Amber)
The site has
significant
constraints

The site is suitable for redevelopment for housing uses subject to
See
significant heritage constraints, which would entail no additional
pages
83-84
buildings within the existing curtilage and sensitive redevelopment of
the existing building without any material changes to its external
appearance, in line with the duty to protect and enhance conservation
areas. Additionally, NPPF paragraphs 28 and 70 indicate that any
redevelopment without re-provision of the museum, which is an
important community facility, in a suitable alternative location, would not
be permitted

385

The Providence
Chapel, Stone
Street, Cranbrook

0.03

Unused
chapel

Would need to be
assessed by architect
who specialises in
historic buildings, but
estimated at between
1-2 dwellings as
conversion of existing
building

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Amber)
The site has
significant
constraints

The site is suitable for development subject to sensitive redevelopment See
of the existing listed building without any material changes to its
pages
85-89
external appearance, in line with the duty to protect and enhance
conservation areas. As the Chapel is disused, there would be no loss of
a community facility and the location in terms of access to community
services and facilities is outstanding. Minimisation of impact on nearby
underground Victorian culverts should be considered in any
redevelopment.

396

Land West of
Freight Lane,
Cranbrook

6.71

Agriculture

n/a

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint (Red)

The site is not suitable for development on landscape grounds. It is
prominent within the high-quality landscape of the rural Crane Valley
which forms a green wedge into Cranbrook at this point, adding
significantly to local character and forming an important feature of local
distinctiveness. The loss of open land in this location could not be
mitigated and the site includes ancient woodland. The fact that the
landscape and woodland in question is part of an AONB adds to the
strong case for not developing the site. The cumulative visual impact of
development following allocation of AL/CR4 on the other side of the
valley would also be substantial. Added to this, accessibility would be
another significant constraint, exacerbated by the fact that mitigation
could entail a link across the Crane Valley via AL/CR4 to the High
Street, which would have further significant visual impacts on the valley
landscape.

407

Land at Brooksden,
High Street,
Cranbrook

0.41

Back garden 5-8 dwellings
of veterinary (developable area
hospital
reduced due to
mature trees in a
conservation area,

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Amber)
The site has

The site is a large back garden within a conservation area that has no
See
impact on listed buildings but has a number of mature trees;
pages
development should seek to ensure no net loss of trees. Other than this 95-99
consideration, the site has few constraints; it is highly accessible for
services and facilities and the visual impact of development would be

50
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further
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pages
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite area Current land Assessed dwelling
37
38
(ha)
use
yield

Assessment of
suitability for
allocation

Summary of assessment rationale

and assumption that
existing building will
remain in use as a
veterinary hospital)

minor constraints very limited. Visual inspection reveals an existing derelict property that
could have heritage value when restored, and development could have
potential for restoration of this property as 1-2 dwellings.

For
further
details

409

The High Weald
Academy, Angley
Road, Cranbrook

1.70

Secondary
school

Difficult to ascertain
without clearer
understanding of
developer’s intention
and/or detailed
masterplanning, but
were site to be
developed entirely for
housing and school
re-provided
elsewhere, then
between 46-61
dwellings.

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Amber)
The site has
minor constraints

The site could have potential for housing but without clearer evidence of See
developer intention and/or a masterplan, it is difficult to comment in
pages
detail. If the site were to be developed for uses other than a school, the 100-104
school would need to be re-provided on a suitable alternative site.
Additionally, redevelopment of playing fields would need to pass the
NPPF para 74 test. The site is not particularly accessible by foot to
community services and facilities in Cranbrook town centre.

430

Turnden Farm,
Hartley Road,
Cranbrook

27.64

Farm and
surrounding
agricultural
land

Difficult to ascertain
without clearer
understanding of
developer’s intention
and/or detailed
masterplanning.
What is clear is that
redevelopment of the
entire site is not
proposed, which
would in any case fail
the test of suitability.
Based on the
footprint of existing
buildings and the
heritage constraints
of the listed
farmhouse, it is
estimated that the
indicative range of
dwellings the site

The site is
appropriate for
allocation
(Amber)
The site has
significant
constraints

Due to the potential risk of perceived or actual coalescence between
See
Cranbrook and Hartley, only a small proportion of the site should be
pages
105-111
developed; it is understood that this proportion would be in or around
the existing footprint of farm buildings in the centre of the site. If this is
the case, development would need to be sensitive in terms of
respecting the setting of the Grade II listed Turnden Farmhouse. The
site is very poorly located in terms of walking distance to services and
facilities and will as a result be mainly car-based, but this is to an extent
mitigated by the site’s assumed limited capacity and the benefits of
redeveloping/intensifying existing underused buildings.
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Site ref

Location/descriptionSite area Current land Assessed dwelling
37
38
(ha)
use
yield

Assessment of
suitability for
allocation

Summary of assessment rationale

The site is not
appropriate for
allocation
The site has a
significant
constraint (Red)

The site is considered not suitable for development because it is zoned See
as a BAP Priority Habitat for its value as a traditional apple orchard, and pages
as a result it is likely to be of high ecological value. Despite the fact that 112-116
the site performs relatively well on other criteria, such as accessibility to
services and facilities, it is not considered that this constraint could be
mitigated. Although site 442 does not directly adjoin the settlement
boundary of Sissinghurst, as previously noted in section 2.6 above both
TWBC and CSPC accept that it adjoins the settlement in de facto terms
and is therefore suitable for assessment through this exercise.

For
further
details

could accommodate
would be around 3050, probably as
residential-led mixed
use development.
442

TOTAL
ESTIMATED
CAPACITY

39

Land Adjacent
Orchard Cottage,
Frittenden Road,
Sissinghurst

0.42

Garden land

n/a

317-420 dwellings

39

For estimation purposes, both the higher and lower dwelling figures have assumed a capacity of approximately 50 dwellings at Site 130 (Cranbrook School)
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4.1.2

Next steps

This report has shown the sites which are suitable and available to allocate in the Neighbourhood
Plan (subject to considerations of viability and masterplanning constraints), alongside those sites
which are potentially appropriate but have issues that need to be resolved.
Some of the sites in the amber category may need further advice or assessment not possible to
address through this high level assessment. Such advice could be commissioned through specialist
consultants or in conjunction with relevant officers at TWBC and Kent County Council (e.g. highways,
education, waste, infrastructure) to allow them to be moved into either the green or red categories.
Once the pool of sites in the green category has been finalised, this provides a shortlist from which
the proposed allocations can be selected. These should be the sites that best meet the aims and
objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan. The criteria that are used to select the sites should be clearly
recorded and made available as evidence to support the plan.
Subsequent to AECOM’s assessment, the Parish Council has advised that, notwithstanding the
difficulties in terms of national and local planning policy of allocating sites away from existing
settlement boundaries, they are engaging with TWBC to understand the potential, if any, of the
following additional SHELAA sites:
•

59,70,122,188,323 and 345 at Hartley;

•

325 (land adjacent to Colliers Green Primary School); and

•

92 at Tilsden, including a potential southward expansion of the site to cover the rest of the farm.
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Site 25: Land to the west of Frythe Way and east of Freight Lane, Cranbrook
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Greenfield (Red)
Site planning history: No relevant history (Green)

Accessibility

With additional text to left, Amber
Broadly accurate, but could add that development
would be further extension of existing long cul-desac (the layout of the Frythe Estate is poor as it
encourages car movements and discourages
pedestrian movements), which has the potential to
make the site more car-based development, and will
increase traffic at existing busy junction of Frythe
Way and Bakers Cross

Environmental
considerations

Broadly accurate, but would be more accurate to
state ‘trees cover half the site’ rather than ‘there are
trees on the boundary edges of the site’.

Policy/environmental designations: AONB, Impact Risk Zone for Robin’s Wood SSSI
(Amber)
Ecological assessment: Recommended as part of any planning application (Amber)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

The Grade II Pest House is not mentioned

Details of heritage designations/assets: Potential to be within setting of Grade II
listed The Pest House (Amber)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services:
726 metres walking distance- moderately located (Amber)
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Other key
considerations

Existing social, community or amenity value:

Broadly accurate, but extent of tree cover indicates
the site could have some ecological value

Some visual amenity value as site is countryside within AONB, but site is not accessible
to public (Amber)
Characteristics

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Coalescence impact: None (Green)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Limited (Green)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a

Summary

No TWBC text on topic

Conclusions:
The site is appropriate for allocation
The site has minor constraints (Amber)
Potential housing capacity: 85-113 dwellings
Key evidence for decision:
No significant constraints to development identified; greatest is that the site would tend
to result in car-based development as it would form an extension of an existing long culde-sac. The only alternative to this would be the development of a road circuit via site
396 and the 2016 Crane Valley allocation to the High Street but as site 396 is not
considered suitable for development, this is not recommended. Site moderately located
for services and facilities and impact on Grade II listed Pest House should be minimised.
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Site 54: Land on the east side of Mill Lane, Sissinghurst, TN17 2HX
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Greenfield (Red)
Site planning history: No relevant history (Green)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate, but would be
useful to add that access to village centre is indirect
for pedestrians unless there is potential to use
footpath to north of site that links to Cleavers

With additional text to left, Amber

Environmental
considerations

Information is accurate as far as it goes but is
incomplete

Policy/environmental designations: Zoned as Grassland of Importance in the Kent
County Council Priority Habitats 2012 dataset (Red); within impact risk zone of
Sissinghurst Park Wood SSSI (Amber)
Ecological assessment: Likely of high ecological importance due to the Priority
Habitats designation (Red)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 7: Sissinghurst Wooded
Farmland, of the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002
(Second Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

Information is considered accurate

Details of heritage designations/assets: None in immediate vicinity (Green)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services:
774 metres walking distance- moderately located (Amber)

Other key
considerations

Information is accurate but incomplete as does not
note ecological importance

Existing social, community or amenity value: Some visual amenity value as open
land, but site is not accessible to public (Amber)
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Characteristics

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Coalescence impact: None (Green)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Limited (Green)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a

Summary

No TWBC text on topic

Conclusions:
The site is not appropriate for allocation
The site has a significant constraint (Red)
Potential housing capacity: n/a
Key evidence for decision:
The site is zoned as a Grassland of Importance in the Kent County Council list of Priority
Habitats. Though not protected statutorily, this is considered a significant constraint to
developing the site. It is recommended, in line with NPPF paragraphs 109, 110, 117 and
118, that rather than being developed for housing, the landowner instead implements
appropriate ecological or environmental enhancements, potentially as part of a planning
agreement on another site. However, if factors such as housing demand weigh in favour
of development, there could be, in line with national policy, potential as a last resort for
offsetting, i.e. for the site to be developed and the habitat lost to be recreated on an
alternative site.
No other significant constraints; moderately located for access to community services
and facilities.
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Site 68: Land at junction of Common Road and Frittenden Road, Sissinghurst
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Greenfield (Red)
Site planning history: No relevant history (Green)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Environmental
considerations

Information is accurate as far as it goes but is
incomplete

Policy/environmental designations: Zoned as Grassland of Importance in the Kent
County Council Priority Habitats 2012 dataset (Red); within impact risk zone of
Sissinghurst Park Wood SSSI (Amber)
Ecological assessment: Likely of high ecological importance due to the Priority
Habitats designation (Red)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 7: Sissinghurst Wooded
Farmland, of the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002
(Second Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

Information is considered accurate

Details of heritage designations/assets: Site is within the setting of three assets:
Grade II listed Carpenter’s Corner, Grade II listed The Crossways and Grade II listed
Mouse Hall (Amber)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services: 571 metres walking distance to
centre of gravity for services and facilities- moderately located (Amber)

Other key
considerations

Information is accurate but incomplete as does not
note ecological importance

Existing social, community or amenity value: Some visual amenity value as open
land, but site is not accessible to public (Amber)

Characteristics

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Coalescence impact: None (Green)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Limited (Green)
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a

Summary

No TWBC text on topic

Conclusions: The site is not appropriate for allocation
The site has a significant constraint (Red)
Potential housing capacity: n/a
Key evidence for decision:
The site is zoned as a Grassland of Importance in the Kent County Council list of Priority
Habitats. Though not protected statutorily, this is considered a significant constraint to
developing the site. It is recommended, in line with NPPF paragraphs 109, 110, 117 and
118, that rather than being developed for housing, the landowner instead implements
appropriate ecological or environmental enhancements, potentially as part of a planning
agreement on another site. However, if factors such as housing demand weigh in favour
of development, there could be, in line with national policy, potential as a last resort for
offsetting, i.e. for the site to be developed and the habitat lost to be recreated on an
alternative site.
Moderately located for access to community services and facilities; settings of three
listed buildings close to site is a moderate constraint.
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Site 110: Land to the west of Co-operative, High Street, Cranbrook TN17 3DQ
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Greenfield (Red)
Site planning history: No relevant history (Green)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes, With additional text to left, Red
but should be more specific, stating that although
there is a driveway from the Co-Op car park to the
site, access to a residential site via a retail car park
only is not suitable and there seems therefore little
potential for vehicular access to be created at
present.

Environmental
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Policy/environmental designations: AONB, Impact Risk Zone for Robin’s Wood SSSI
(Amber)
Ecological assessment: Recommended as part of any planning application (Amber)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

Information is considered broadly accurate, but
adjacent to three listed buildings, not one

Details of heritage designations/assets: Adjacent listed buildings are The Abbey,
Webster House and Arnewood, all Grade II (Amber)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services: 428 metres walking distancemoderately located (Amber)

Other key
considerations

Assessment does not reference the group tree
preservation order covering the site

Tree preservation orders: Across entire site (Red)
Existing social, community or amenity value: Severely limited due to inaccessibility but
trees will have some visual amenity value adjacent to Conservation Area (Amber)
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Characteristics

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Coalescence impact: None (Green)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Limited (Green)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a

Summary

No TWBC text on topic

Conclusions: The site is not appropriate for allocation
The site has significant constraints (Red)
Potential housing capacity: n/a
Key evidence for decision: The site has no vehicular access and it is not possible to
determine how such access would be created without the demolition of existing
buildings, some of which are in a Conservation Area (sites cannot be accessed through
an existing car park). Additionally, the entire site is covered by a group Tree Preservation
Order.
Other considerations, including Conservation Area/listed buildings, are also constraints,
albeit less significant than the lack of access and the group TPO.
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Site 119: Land adjacent to Angley Road, Cranbrook
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Greenfield (Red)
Site planning history: No relevant history (Green)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Environmental
considerations

Information is accurate as far as it goes but does not Policy/environmental designations: Wholly within Angley Wood Local Wildlife Site
state that the site is wholly within a Local Wildlife Site (Red); AONB, Impact Risk Zone for Robin’s Wood SSSI (Amber)
Ecological assessment: Likely of high ecological importance due to the Local Wildlife
Site designation (Red)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

No TWBC text on topic

Details of heritage designations/assets: None in immediate vicinity (Green)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services: 982 metres walking distance- poorly
located (Red)

Other key
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Existing social, community or amenity value: Visual amenity of trees, but site is not
accessible. Significant amenity value from being a Local Wildlife Site (Red)

Characteristics

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Coalescence impact: None (Green)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Limited (Green)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Summary

Conclusions:

No TWBC text on topic

The site is not appropriate for allocation
The site has a significant constraint (Red)
Potential housing capacity: n/a
Key evidence for decision:
The site is wholly within Angley Wood Local Wildlife Site. Though not protected
statutorily, this is considered a significant constraint to developing the site. It is
recommended, in line with NPPF paragraphs 109, 110, 117 and 118, that rather than
being developed for housing, the landowner instead implements appropriate ecological
or environmental enhancements, potentially as part of a planning agreement on another
site. However, if factors such as housing demand weigh in favour of development, there
could be, in line with national policy, potential as a last resort for offsetting, i.e. for the
site to be developed and the habitat lost to be recreated on an alternative site.
The site’s distance from services and facilities is another relatively significant issue,
though a relatively less important constraint than the Local Wildlife Site.
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Site 129: Big Side Playing Field adjacent to Quaker Lane and Waterloo Road, Cranbrook
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Greenfield (Red)
Site planning history: No relevant history (Green)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Environmental
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Policy/environmental designations: AONB, Impact Risk Zone for Robin’s Wood SSSI
(Amber)
Ecological assessment: Recommended as part of any planning application (Amber)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

Some information presented, but does not mention
setting of two listed buildings adjacent to site or
setting of Grade I listed Church of St Dunstan further
away

Details of heritage designations/assets: Site is adjacent to and within the settings of
Bowling Green Cottage and across Quaker Lane from Courtstile The Island (both Grade
II listed); site is on rising ground overlooking Grade I listed St Dunstan’s Church, which
could have impact on its setting (Amber)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services: 589 metres walking distancemoderately located (Amber)

Other key
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Existing social, community or amenity value: The site is in use as a playing field for
Cranbrook School (but with no public access). This means any development would have
to pass the test of NPPF paragraph 74: namely, that existing playing fields [whether
public or private] should not be developed for non-recreational use unless an
assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the site to be surplus to
requirements, or the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced
by equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location.
Site will have also some visual amenity value as open land (Amber)
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Characteristics

Coalescence impact: Development of the site would very likely result in actual or
perceived coalescence between Cranbrook and the free-standing settlement of Wilsley
Green and its conservation area. This would be contrary to NPPF paragraph 58, which
seeks to ensure development responds to local character and history, and reflects the identity

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

of local surroundings (Red)

Impact on size/character of settlement: Significant impact on character of Cranbrook
due to coalescence with Wilsley Green (Red)
Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a

Summary

No TWBC text on topic

Conclusions:
The site is not appropriate for allocation
The site has significant constraints (Red)
Potential housing capacity: n/a
Key evidence for decision:
By far the most significant constraint for this site is the risk of actual or perceived
coalescence between Cranbrook and Wilsley Green, which it is considered would be
contrary to national planning policy. Other, lesser constraints, though still relatively
significant, would be the need for re-provision of playing fields on a suitable site as per
NPPF paragraph 74 and the potential impact of development on the setting of heritage
assets, most notably the Grade I listed St Dunstan’s Church. There is potential for
mitigation of the coalescence issue if only the southern quarter of the site were to be
developed, though even here, there is a risk of perceived coalescence, impact on the
setting of heritage assets, and paragraph 74 would still apply.
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Site 130: Cranbrook School Main Campus, Waterloo Road, Cranbrook TN17 3JD
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Mixed (Amber)
Site planning history: Multiple applications relating to school use (Amber)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Environmental
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Policy/environmental designations: AONB, Impact Risk Zone for Robin’s Wood SSSI
(Amber)
Ecological assessment: Recommended as part of any planning application (Amber)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

Information is considered accurate

Details of heritage designations/assets: More than seventy listed buildings and
structures within and adjacent to site, as is Cranbrook Conservation Area; two of the
neighbouring assets (St Dunstan’s Church and Cranbrook Windmill) are Grade I listed;
site is complex enough in heritage and planning terms for a more detailed
masterplanning exercise to be required; though constraints are significant, they are not
enough to preclude development entirely, depending on its form, layout and location
within the site. The less sensitive parts of the site in heritage terms will be the north and
40
east. Molen Biotoop assessment of key heritage asset of Cranbrook Windmill (in
working use) suggests development should be restricted in its immediate vicinity for
operational reasons (Amber)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services: 350 metres walking distancefavourably located (Green)

40

Molen Biotoop is an assessment, originating from the Netherlands, of the impact of potential obstacles in the wind flow to working windmills. For further details refer to http://www.priorsflour.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/08/Wind-Study-Fosters-Mill-Planning-Application-17_01208_OUM-Rev2.pdf.
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Other key
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Existing social, community or amenity value: As a nationally-famous school, social,
community and amenity value is very significant, but again this does not on its own
preclude all development and it will depend on its form, layout and location within the
site. Some of the site is in use as playing fields for (but with no public access). This
means any development would have to pass the test of NPPF paragraph 74: namely,
that existing playing fields [whether public or private] should not be developed for nonrecreational use unless an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown
the site to be surplus to requirements, or the loss resulting from the proposed
development would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity
and quality in a suitable location. Site will have also some visual amenity value as partly
open land (Amber)

Characteristics

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Coalescence impact: None (Green)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Potentially significant as the School is an
important element of Cranbrook’s character, but this does not preclude development
entirely if it is sensitively designed (Amber)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Summary

Conclusions:

No TWBC text on topic

The site is appropriate for allocation
The site has significant constraints (Amber)
Potential housing capacity: Not possible to estimate precisely without an indicative or
detailed masterplan; it is also not yet clear if it is housing or other land uses proposed. If
housing, the sensitivity and complexity of the site suggests a limit of tens rather than
hundreds of units seems appropriate.
Key evidence for decision:
This is a large, complex site with constraints related mainly to heritage assets and town
character due to the very large number of listed buildings within and adjacent to the site.
However, this does not preclude limited and sensitive intensification or development,
guided by an appropriate masterplan responsive to the site’s key requirements. Other
than heritage and character, the site performs well in terms of brownfield development
and access to services and facilities, though any development of playing fields would
have to pass the NPPF paragraph 74 test.
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Site 131: Jaegers Field, Angley Road, Cranbrook
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Greenfield (Red)
Site planning history: No relevant history (Green)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Environmental
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Policy/environmental designations: AONB, Impact Risk Zone for Robin’s Wood SSSI
(Amber)
Ecological assessment: Recommended as part of any planning application (Amber)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

Information is considered accurate

Details of heritage designations/assets: None in immediate vicinity (Green)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services: 628 metres walking distancemoderately located (Amber)

Other key
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Existing social, community or amenity value: The site is in use as a playing field for
Cranbrook School (but with no public access). This means any development would have
to pass the test of NPPF paragraph 74: namely, that existing playing fields [whether
public or private] should not be developed for non-recreational use unless an
assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the site to be surplus to
requirements, or the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced
by equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location.
Site will have also some visual amenity value as open land (Amber)
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Characteristics

Coalescence impact: Development of the entire site would very likely result in actual or
perceived coalescence between Cranbrook and the free-standing settlement of Wilsley
Green and its conservation area. This would be contrary to NPPF paragraph 58, which
seeks to ensure development responds to local character and history, and reflects the
identity of local surroundings (Red).

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

However, a small development on the southernmost 25% of the site (extending no
further north than the southern tip of the gardens of adjacent properties on Angley Road)
could be acceptable in terms of coalescence, but could only be accessed if southern
half of site 133 were also developed, so is conditional on development to east (Amber)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Significant impact on character of Cranbrook
due to coalescence with Wilsley Green if entire site were developed (Red); more limited
impact (though still sensitive) if southernmost 25% only were developed (Amber)
Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a

Summary

No TWBC text on topic

The site is appropriate for partial allocation only with significant constraints (Amber)
Potential housing capacity: 25-34 dwellings
Key evidence for decision:
The most significant constraint for development of the entire site is the risk of actual or
perceived coalescence between Cranbrook and Wilsley Green, which it is considered
would be contrary to national planning policy. However, development of the southern
quarter of the site only, if sensitively designed to minimise the risk and perception of
coalescence, could be suitable. The requirement for re-provision of playing fields on a
suitable site as per NPPF paragraph 74 would still apply. The separation between
Cranbrook and Wilsley Green at this location is narrow already and potential to mitigate
this constraint as part of any development should be explored.
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Site 132: Rammell Field, Bakers Cross, Cranbrook
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Greenfield (Red)
Site planning history: Unsuccessful attempt to be registered as a village green (2012)12/00064/COUNTY (Green)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Environmental
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Policy/environmental designations: AONB, Impact Risk Zone for Robin’s Wood SSSI
(Amber)
Ecological assessment: Recommended as part of any planning application (Amber)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Details of heritage designations/assets: Site adjacent to and within the setting of
Little Bakers Cross and Rammell House (both Grade II listed) as well as within the
setting of at least five individually listed terraced houses on the north side of Bakers
Cross (all Grade 2); northern part of site is within Cranbrook Conservation Area.
Cranbrook Conservation Area Appraisal states that a rural feeling is retained in this part
of the Conservation Area due to its use as open space. This would be irrevocably
altered by any form of development on the site, and as such would neither preserve nor
enhance the character of the conservation area as required by planning law. As such,
the site is unsuitable for development on this criterion (Red)

Community
facilities and
services

No assessment

Proximity to community facilities and services: 530 metres walking distancemoderately located (Amber)
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Other key
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Existing social, community or amenity value: The site is in use as a playing field for
Cranbrook School (but with no public access). This means any development would have
to pass the test of NPPF paragraph 74: namely, that existing playing fields [whether
public or private] should not be developed for non-recreational use unless an
assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the site to be surplus to
requirements, or the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced
by equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location.
The site also has significant social and community value as an informal/unofficial village
green; it is used for town fetes 2-3 times per year. The site will also have significant
visual amenity value as open space within a Conservation Area (Red)

Characteristics

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Coalescence impact: None (Green)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Limited (Green)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

CSPC inquired as to whether or not there was any kind of covenant on the site as it was
originally developed for playing field use as a war memorial. Landowner (Cranbrook
School) advises that no covenant of any kind applies, and that the war memorial
designation is by convention only. (Green)

Summary

No TWBC text on topic

Conclusions: The site is not appropriate for allocation
The site has a significant constraint (Red)
Potential housing capacity: n/a
Key evidence for decision: Though there are criteria that would support development
of the site, including its proximity to services and facilities and accessibility, the single
immovable constraint for this site is the contribution it has been assessed as making to
the character of the Cranbrook Conservation Area through its use as open space. As
this would be irrevocably lost by any form of development, no matter how sympathetic to
the surrounding historic environment, the site is unsuitable for allocation as it would fail
to protect or enhance the Conservation Area as required by planning law.
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Site 133: Land adjoining Cranbrook Primary School, Quaker Lane, Cranbrook (A)
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Mixed (Amber)
Site planning history: 09/00977/KCCOU3 – 40 extra care apartments for older people
(2009), but withdrawn for reasons not related to planning policy. Unsuccessful attempt
to be registered as a village green (2010), 10/03097/COUNTY/CT2. The Library is part
of an existing 2016 TWBC allocation (AL/CR2) and as such does not require allocation
in the neighbourhood plan- therefore, the remainder of this assessment excludes the
Library part of the site from consideration (Green)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Environmental
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Policy/environmental designations: AONB, Impact Risk Zone for Robin’s Wood SSSI
(Amber); northern half zoned as Grassland of Importance in the Kent County Council
Priority Habitats 2012 dataset (Red)
Ecological assessment: Recommended as part of any planning application (Amber)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

TWBC text states partly within the Conservation
Area- this is not correct, it is adjacent to it

Details of heritage designations/assets: Adjacent to Cranbrook Conservation Area
and within setting of Grade II listed Bowling Green Cottage (Amber)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services: 537 metres walking distancemoderately located (Amber)
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Other key
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Existing social, community or amenity value: The south-eastern part of the site is in
use as a playing field for Cranbrook Primary School. This means any development
would have to pass the test of NPPF paragraph 74: namely, that existing playing fields
should not be developed for non-recreational use unless an assessment has been
undertaken which has clearly shown the site to be surplus to requirements, or the loss
resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better
provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location. Additionally, the southwestern part of the site has significant social, community and amenity value as public
allotments.

Characteristics

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Coalescence impact: Development of the site, in particular its northern half, would very
likely result in actual or perceived coalescence between Cranbrook and the freestanding settlement of Wilsley Green and its conservation area. This would be contrary
to NPPF paragraph 58, which seeks to ensure development responds to local character
and history, and reflects the identity of local surroundings. This could be mitigated by
development extending no further north than the property boundary of Cranbrook
Primary School, which is considered a logical defensible boundary to development if the
hedge is retained (Red for development of whole site, Amber for development of
southern half only)
Impact on size/character of settlement: If whole site is developed, significant impact
on character of Cranbrook due to coalescence with Wilsley Green (Red); if southern half
of site only is developed, the impact will be significantly less but sensitive design would
be needed to minimise any perception of coalescence (Amber)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Summary

Conclusions: The southern half of the site is suitable for development with significant
constraints (Amber); the northern half of the site is not suitable for development (Red)

No TWBC text on topic

Potential housing capacity: (southern half of site only)- 50-67 dwellings
Key evidence for decision: The most significant constraint for this site is the risk of
actual or perceived coalescence between Cranbrook and Wilsley Green and its
conservation area, which it is considered would be contrary to national planning policy.
Additionally, the northern half of the site is designated as Grassland of Importance in the
Kent County Council Priority Habitats 2012 dataset. Both of these factors make the
northern half of the site unsuitable for development. The southern half of the site could
be developed with significant constraints: firstly, the requirement for sensitive design to
mitigate any actual or perceived coalescence between the two settlements, including
retention of the existing hedge as a defensible boundary; secondly, the need for reprovision of playing fields on a suitable site as per NPPF paragraph 74; and thirdly,
though they are not specifically protected by national or local planning policy, the local
policy approach to development of allotments is that opportunities should be explored
41
for re-provision of allotments in the locality

41

For example, see Site Allocations Local Plan policy AL/GB 3- though not a site within Cranbrook and Sissinghurst Parish, this is a relevant policy precedent.
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Site 157: The Tanyard Woodyard, The Tanyard, Cranbrook TN17 3HU
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Mixed (Amber)
Site planning history: None relevant (Green)

Accessibility

Information is considered broadly accurate, but
TWBC text does not mention potential for new
access to be created from either St Dunstan’s Walk,
Dobells, or both; however, as per Site 25, this would
increase car movements down a long cul-de-sac
formed by Brickendon Road/Frythe Way

With additional text to left, Amber

Environmental
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Policy/environmental designations: AONB, Impact Risk Zone for Robin’s Wood SSSI
(Amber)
Ecological assessment: Recommended as part of any planning application (Amber)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Details of heritage designations/assets: Site adjoins Conservation Area and is within
setting of three Grade II listed buildings: Cranbrook Cottage, and 1 and 2 The
Tanyard.(Amber)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services: 272 metres walking distancefavourably located (Green)

Other key
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Existing social, community or amenity value: Will have a degree of visual amenity as
open land within attractive Crane Valley; however, limited due to lack of public access
and overgrown/derelict character of parts of site (Green)
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Characteristics

TWBC text states that site is flat; in fact it slopes
relatively steeply into the Crane Valley

Topography: Steep slope (Red)
Coalescence impact: None (Green)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Limited (Green)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

Green

Summary

No TWBC text on topic

Conclusions:
The site is appropriate for allocation (Green)
The site has minor constraints
Potential housing capacity: 7-9 dwellings
Key evidence for decision:
It would be relatively easy to provide vehicular access to the site; though it would be at
the end of a long cul-de-sac, it benefits from direct pedestrian and cycle connections to
services and facilities within the town centre and the small size of the site would reduce
traffic impact; there is a fairly steep slope on the site that would need to be mitigated
through appropriate housing design and layout, which would also seek to respond to the
adjoining conservation area and nearby listed buildings.
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Site 159: Land south of The Street, Sissinghurst
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Greenfield (Red)
Site planning history: 17/02976/FULL – Demolition of existing detached double
garage; provision of new access; erection of 9no. dwellings and car lodges; and erection
of garage with office over. Application withdrawn (Amber)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate

CSPC advise that the planning application was withdrawn for access reasons

Environmental
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Policy/environmental designations: Within impact risk zone of Sissinghurst Park
Wood SSSI (Amber)
Ecological assessment: Recommended as part of any planning application (Amber)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Details of heritage designations/assets: Adjacent to Sissinghurst conservation area;
within the setting of adjacent listed property (Alpine Cottages Antique Milk Shop, Grade
II listed).

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services: 159 metres walking distancefavourably located (Green)

Other key
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Existing social, community or amenity value: Site has no public access, and is not
visible from main road- therefore, social, community and amenity value are all limited.
However, depending on landowner intention/willingness in terms of creating access,
development of site could have potential for re-provision of adjacent St George’s
Institute (Sissinghurst Village Hall) which CSPC advise requires redevelopment in any
case (Green)

Characteristics

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Coalescence impact: None (Green)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Limited (Green)
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a

Summary

No TWBC text on topic

Conclusions:
The site is suitable for development (Amber)
The site has minor constraints
Potential housing capacity: 16-22 dwellings
Key evidence for decision:
The site performs well on a number of criteria but access issues, which led an existing
application to be withdrawn, need to be resolved. Additionally, design and layout,
including in terms of visual impact/building heights, need to be sensitive to adjacent
conservation area and listed building. Subject to satisfactory resolution of these issues,
the site is very-well located in terms of services and facilities, visual and ecological
impacts are limited relative to other Sissinghurst sites, and there is potential for
development to enhance a community facility (Village Hall/St George’s Institute).
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Site 269: Museum and land, Carriers Road, Cranbrook
Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

General
Information

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Context

No TWBC text on topic

Greenfield/brownfield assessment: Mixed (Amber)
Site planning history: None relevant (Green)

Accessibility

Information is considered accurate

n/a

Environmental
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Policy/environmental designations: AONB, Impact Risk Zone for Robin’s Wood SSSI
(Amber)
Ecological assessment: Recommended as part of any planning application (Amber)
Landscape and visual impact: Within Local Character Area 4: Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough Landscape Character Area Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).
Agricultural land assessment: Grade 3 (Amber)

Heritage
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Details of heritage designations/assets: Museum building itself is listed (Grade II)
and site is within Cranbrook Conservation Area. Site is also within setting of adjacent
Grade II-listed The Moat. Building itself could be redeveloped sensitively for alternative
use but without changing its external appearance. (Amber)

Community
facilities and
services

No TWBC text on topic

Proximity to community facilities and services:
174 metres walking distance- favourably located (Green)

Other key
considerations

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Existing social, community or amenity value: The site has significant social,
community and amenity value as a local museum in an attractive, listed building, within
an attractively landscaped plot. Any redevelopment for alternative uses should ensure
the museum can be re-provided elsewhere as part of the development. (Amber)

Characteristics

Information is considered accurate as far as it goes

Coalescence impact: None (Green)
Impact on size/character of settlement: Limited (Green)

Availability

Site is considered to be available for development

n/a
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Site Assessment
AECOM assessment of TWBC text (if exists)
Proforma broad topic
area

AECOM additions/amendments (if necessary)

Summary

Conclusions:

No TWBC text on topic

The site is appropriate for allocation (Amber)
The site has significant constraints
Potential housing capacity: Would need to be assessed by architect who specialises
in historic buildings, but estimated at between 2-4 dwellings as conversion of existing
building
Key evidence for decision:
The site is suitable for redevelopment for housing uses subject to significant heritage
constraints, which would entail no additional buildings within the existing curtilage and
sensitive redevelopment of the existing building without any material changes to its
external appearance, in line with the duty to protect and enhance conservation areas.
Additionally, NPPF paragraphs 28 and 70 indicate that any redevelopment without reprovision of the museum, which is an important community facility, in a suitable
alternative location, would not be permitted.
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Appendix B : Completed site appraisal pro-formas
Site Assessment Proforma
General information
Site Reference / name

385

Site Address (or brief description
of broad location)

The Providence Chapel, Stone Street, Cranbrook

Current use

Disused chapel

Proposed use

Residential and/or other uses

Gross area (Ha)
Total area of the site in hectares

0.03

Method of site identification (e.g.
proposed by landowner etc.)

SHELAA Call For Sites 2017

42

Context
Is the site:
Greenfield: land (farmland, or open space, that
has not previously been developed)

Greenfield

Brownfield: Previously developed land which is
or was occupied by a permanent structure,
including the curtilage of the developed land
and any associated infrastructure.
Site planning history
Have there been any previous applications for
development on this land? What was the
outcome?

Brownfield

Mixture

Unknown



No relevant planning history

Suitability
Accessibility
Is the current access adequate for the proposed Site consists of a disused building on a cul-de-sac
development? If not, is there potential for access accessible by car. Current access is adequate for
to be provided?
proposed development.
Is the site accessible within its wider context?
Provide details of site’s connectivity

Site is in village centre of Cranbrook. Connectivity and
access is excellent, and site is accessible by range of
transport modes.

42

Unless explicitly stated in the information provided to AECOM, it has been assumed that all sites are being assessed for their
potential for residential only. This does not preclude the possibility of residential-led mixed use on some or all of the allocated
sites; the suitability of each site for a mix of uses can be tested in much more detail at masterplanning and viability stages.
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Environmental Considerations

Questions

Assessment
guidelines

Is the site within or adjacent to the following
policy or environmental designations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green Belt
Ancient Woodland
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB)
National Park
European nature site (Special Area of
Conservation or Special Protection Area)
SSSI Impact Risk Zone
Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation
Site of Geological Importance
Flood Zones 2 or 3

Ecological value?
Could the site be home to protected species such as
bats, great crested newts, badgers etc.?

Within High Weald AONB
Within impact risk zone of
Robins Wood SSSI
Medium level of
environmental impact

Unknown

Landscape and Visual Impact

Low sensitivity: site not visible or less visible from
surrounding locations, existing landscape or
townscape character is poor quality, existing features
could be retained
Low sensitivity

The Local Character Area is
within the High Weald AONB.
This area is particularly
vulnerable to further pressures
for development which has the
potential to erode the area’s
essential rural character.
However, in practice, site is
centrally located and as such
limited in terms of visual
impact.

High sensitivity: Development would be within an area
of high quality landscape or townscape character,
and/or would significantly detract from local character.
Development would lead to the loss of important
features of local distinctiveness- without the possibility
of mitigation.
Agricultural Land
Land classified as the best and most versatile
agricultural land (Grades 1,2 or 3a)

It is recommended a full
ecological assessment take
place before any planning
application
Within Local Character Area 4:
Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of the
Tunbridge Wells Borough
Landscape Character Area
Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October
2011).

Is the site low, medium or high sensitivity in terms
of landscape and visual impact?

Medium sensitivity: development of the site would
lead to a moderate impact on landscape or townscape
character due to visibility from surrounding locations
and/or impacts on the character of the location.
(e.g. in built up area);

Observations and
comments

No impact

Site and surroundings not in
agricultural use
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Heritage considerations
Question

Assessment
guidelines

Is the site within or adjacent to one or more of
the following heritage designations or assets?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conservation area
Scheduled monument
Registered Park and Garden
Registered Battlefield
Listed building
Known archaeology
Locally listed building

High heritage
impact

Comments

Site itself is Grade II* listed building in
Cranbrook conservation area, within
setting of multiple other heritage
assets, most notably The Cottage, and
four historic shop buildings (all Grade II
listed). This does not preclude
redevelopment, but it would have to be
extremely sensitive.

Community facilities and services
Is the site, in general terms, close/accessible to
local amenities such as (but not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town centre/local centre/shop
Employment location
Public transport
School(s)
Open space/recreation/ leisure
facilities
Health facilities
Cycle route(s)

Observations and comments

Favourably
located

115 metres from the centre of gravity
for services and facilities at
Cranbrook; as such, very favourably
located and the best performing site
on this criterion.

Where a site is poorly located if > 800m,
moderately located if 400m to 800m, and
favourably located if < 400m from ‘centre of
gravity’ from services.

Other key considerations
Are there any Tree Preservation
Orders on the site?

No

Would development lead to the loss
of habitats with the potential to
support protected species, for
example mature trees, woodland,
hedgerows and waterbodies?

No

Public Right of Way

None

Existing social, community or
amenity value (provide details)

Low

Is the site likely to be affected by
any of the following?

Ground Contamination

Significant infrastructure crossing

Yes

Though it is possible that the existing building could host
bats, bat boxes or similar mitigation could be provided as
part of redevelopment

Low because building is disused

No

Comments



Note the close proximity to underground
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the site i.e. power lines/ pipe lines,
or in close proximity to hazardous
installations

Victorian culverts



Characteristics
Characteristics which may affect development
on the site:

Comments

Topography:
Flat/ gentle slope/ steep gradient

Flat

Coalescence
Development would result in neighbouring
settlements merging into one another.

No

Scale and nature of development would be large
enough to significantly change size and
character of settlement

No

Any other comments?
3.0. Availability
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Availability
Yes
Is the site available for sale or
development (if known)?
Please provide supporting evidence.
Are there any known legal or ownership
constraints such as unresolved multiple
ownerships, ransom strips, covenants,
tenancies, or operational requirements
of landowners?
Is there a known time frame for
availability? 0-5 /6-10 / 11-15 years.

No

Comments
Appears in Call for Sites 2017
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4.0. Summary
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Conclusions
Please tick a box
The site is appropriate for allocation



This site has minor constraints
The site has significant constraints



The site is not appropriate for allocation
Potential housing capacity

Would need to be assessed by architect who specialises in
historic buildings, but estimated at between 1-2 dwellings as
conversion of existing building

Key evidence for decision to accept or
discount site.

The site is suitable for redevelopment for housing uses
subject to sensitive redevelopment of the existing listed
building without any material changes to its external
appearance, in line with the duty to protect and enhance
conservation areas. As the Chapel is disused, there would
be no loss of a community facility and the location in terms of
access to community services and facilities is outstanding.
Minimisation of impact on nearby underground Victorian
culverts should be considered in any redevelopment.
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Site Assessment Proforma
General information
Site Reference / name

396

Site Address (or brief description
of broad location)

Land West of Freight Lane, Cranbrook

Current use

Agriculture

Proposed use

Residential

Gross area (Ha)
Total area of the site in hectares

6.71

Method of site identification (e.g.
proposed by landowner etc.)

SHELAA Call For Sites 2017

43

Context
Is the site:
Greenfield: land (farmland, or open space, that
has not previously been developed)

Greenfield

Mixture

Unknown



Brownfield: Previously developed land which is
or was occupied by a permanent structure,
including the curtilage of the developed land
and any associated infrastructure.
Site planning history
Have there been any previous applications for
development on this land? What was the
outcome?

Brownfield

No relevant planning history

Suitability
Accessibility
Is the current access adequate for the proposed Current access not adequate- Freight Lane is single-track
development? If not, is there potential for access unpaved country lane. Therefore no car access, but site is
to be provided?
surrounded by and crossed by footpaths. Access could be
provided through upgrade to Freight Lane or (more easily)
through development of Land Adjacent to Crane Valley
allocation, or development of site 25, but both of these
would be sensitive on landscape and visual impact
grounds.
Is the site accessible within its wider context?
Provide details of site’s connectivity

Current accessibility very poor. After development of one
or more surrounding sites and/or Freight Lane upgrade,
access would be much better, but still medium rather than
good as travel between the site and Cranbrook village
centre would not be particularly direct.

43

Unless explicitly stated in the information provided to AECOM by CSPC, it has been assumed that all sites are being
assessed for their potential for residential only.
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Environmental Considerations

Questions

Assessment
guidelines

Is the site within or adjacent to the following
policy or environmental designations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green Belt
Ancient Woodland
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB)
National Park
European nature site (Special Area of
Conservation or Special Protection Area)
SSSI Impact Risk Zone
Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation
Site of Geological Importance
Flood Zones 2 or 3

Northern quarter of site consists
of ancient and semi-natural
woodland
High level of
environmental
impact

Ecological value?
Could the site be home to protected species such as
bats, great crested newts, badgers etc.?
Unknown

Landscape and Visual Impact

Site is within High Weald AONB
Site is within Impact Risk Zone of
Robins Wood SSSI

It is recommended a full
ecological assessment take place
before any planning application;
locally present ancient woodland
could significantly increase
chances that protected species
are present
Within Local Character Area 4:
Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of the
Tunbridge Wells Borough
Landscape Character Area
Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October 2011).

Is the site low, medium or high sensitivity in terms
of landscape and visual impact?
Low sensitivity: site not visible or less visible from
surrounding locations, existing landscape or
townscape character is poor quality, existing features
could be retained
Medium sensitivity: development of the site would
lead to a moderate impact on landscape or townscape
character due to visibility from surrounding locations
and/or impacts on the character of the location.
(e.g. in built up area);
High sensitivity: Development would be within an area
of high quality landscape or townscape character,
and/or would significantly detract from local character.
Development would lead to the loss of important
features of local distinctiveness- without the possibility
of mitigation.

Observations and comments

High sensitivity

The site is within the High Weald
AONB. This area is particularly
vulnerable to further pressures for
development which has the
potential to erode the area’s
essential rural character. Further
development locations, amounts
and styles should be controlled to
prevent intrusion of built forms on
the landscape. General lowdensity sprawl, that is out of
character with the tight-knit
character of the existing town,
should not be permitted.
Visual survey of the site reveals it
is prominent within the highquality landscape of the rural
Crane Valley which forms a green
wedge into Cranbrook at this
point, adding significantly to local
character and forming an
important feature of local
distinctiveness.
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Agricultural Land
Land classified as the best and most versatile
agricultural land (Grades 1,2 or 3a)
Some impact

Grade 3 agricultural land- it is not
clear from existing mapping if the
site comprises Grade 3a (best
and most versatile) or Grade 3b
(other agricultural land). It is
therefore recommended that a
detailed assessment is carried out
by the landowner ahead of any
development.

Heritage considerations
Question

Assessment
guidelines

Comments

Is the site within or adjacent to one or more of
the following heritage designations or assets?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conservation area
Scheduled monument
Registered Park and Garden
Registered Battlefield
Listed building
Known archaeology
Locally listed building

Low heritage
impact

Site not within or directly adjacent to
any of the listed heritage designations
or assets

Community facilities and services
Observations and comments

Is the site, in general terms, close/accessible to
local amenities such as (but not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town centre/local centre/shop
Employment location
Public transport
School(s)
Open space/recreation/ leisure
facilities
Health facilities
Cycle route(s)

970 metres from the centre of gravity
for services and facilities at
Cranbrook; as such, poorly located for
walking and cycling to services and
facilities
Poorly located

Where a site is poorly located if > 800m,
moderately located if 400m to 800m, and
favourably located if < 400m from ‘centre of
gravity’ from services.

Other key considerations
Are there any Tree Preservation
Orders on the site?

No

Would development lead to the loss
of habitats with the potential to
support protected species, for
example mature trees, woodland,
hedgerows and waterbodies?

Due to the presence and proximity of ancient woodland;
impacts on this should be mitigated by providing a ten-metre
Potential
buffer between it and any new development
for loss

Public Right of Way

Many

Site surrounded by public footpaths

Existing social, community or
amenity value (provide details)

High

Significant visual/community amenity value due to multiple
footpaths surrounding site, and ancient woodland
90

Is the site likely to be affected by
any of the following?

Yes

No

Comments



Ground Contamination

Significant infrastructure crossing
the site i.e. power lines/ pipe lines,
or in close proximity to hazardous
installations



Characteristics
Characteristics which may affect development
on the site:

Comments

Topography:
Flat/ gentle slope/ steep gradient

Gentle slope to north

Coalescence
Development would result in neighbouring
settlements merging into one another.

No

Scale and nature of development would be large
enough to significantly change size and
character of settlement

No

Any other comments?
3.0. Availability
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Availability
Yes
Is the site available for sale or
development (if known)?
Please provide supporting evidence.
Are there any known legal or ownership
constraints such as unresolved multiple
ownerships, ransom strips, covenants,
tenancies, or operational requirements
of landowners?
Is there a known time frame for
availability? 0-5 /6-10 / 11-15 years.

No

Comments
Appears in Call for Sites 2017
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4.0. Summary
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Conclusions
Please tick a box
The site is appropriate for allocation
This site has minor constraints
The site has significant constraints



The site is not appropriate for allocation



Potential housing capacity
Key evidence for decision to accept or
discount site.

n/a
The site is not suitable for development on landscape
grounds. It is prominent within the high-quality landscape of
the rural Crane Valley which forms a green wedge into
Cranbrook at this point, adding significantly to local
character and forming an important feature of local
distinctiveness. The loss of open land in this location could
not be mitigated and the site includes ancient woodland.
The fact that the landscape and woodland in question is
part of an AONB adds to the strong case for not developing
the site. The cumulative visual impact of development
following allocation of AL/CR4 on the other side of the
valley would also be substantial. Added to this, accessibility
would be another significant constraint, exacerbated by the
fact that mitigation could entail a link across the Crane
Valley via AL/CR4 to the High Street, which would have
further significant visual impacts on the valley landscape.
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Site Assessment Proforma
General information
Site Reference / name

407

Site Address (or brief description
of broad location)

Land at Brooksden, High Street, Cranbrook

Current use

Veterinary hospital

Proposed use

Residential

Gross area (Ha)
Total area of the site in hectares

0.41

Method of site identification (e.g.
proposed by landowner etc.)

SHELAA Call For Sites 2017

44

Context
Is the site:
Greenfield: land (farmland, or open space, that
has not previously been developed)

Greenfield

Brownfield: Previously developed land which is
or was occupied by a permanent structure,
including the curtilage of the developed land
and any associated infrastructure.
Site planning history
Have there been any previous applications for
development on this land? What was the
outcome?

Brownfield

Mixture

Unknown



05/00333/FUL – Proposed stables/hay store for animal treatment
th
– Application Permitted 10 March 2005

Suitability
Accessibility
Is the current access adequate for the proposed Existing direct access onto High Street
development? If not, is there potential for access
to be provided?
Is the site accessible within its wider context?

Site has excellent accessibility by a range of transport
modes.

Provide details of site’s connectivity

44

Unless explicitly stated in the information provided to AECOM by CSPC, it has been assumed that all sites are being
assessed for their potential for residential only.
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Environmental Considerations

Questions

Assessment
guidelines

Is the site within or adjacent to the following
policy or environmental designations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green Belt
Ancient Woodland
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB)
National Park
European nature site (Special Area of
Conservation or Special Protection Area)
SSSI Impact Risk Zone
Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation
Site of Geological Importance
Flood Zones 2 or 3

Ecological value?
Could the site be home to protected species such as
bats, great crested newts, badgers etc.?

Site within High Weald AONB
Site within Impact Risk Zone of
Robins Wood SSSI
Medium level of
environmental
impact

Unknown

Landscape and Visual Impact

It is recommended a full ecological
assessment take place before any
planning application
Within Local Character Area 4:
Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of the
Tunbridge Wells Borough
Landscape Character Area
Assessment 2002 (Second Edition
Adopted October 2011).

Is the site low, medium or high sensitivity in terms
of landscape and visual impact?
Low sensitivity: site not visible or less visible from
surrounding locations, existing landscape or
townscape character is poor quality, existing features
could be retained
Medium sensitivity: development of the site would
lead to a moderate impact on landscape or townscape
character due to visibility from surrounding locations
and/or impacts on the character of the location.
(e.g. in built up area);

Observations and comments

Low sensitivity

High sensitivity: Development would be within an area
of high quality landscape or townscape character,
and/or would significantly detract from local character.
Development would lead to the loss of important
features of local distinctiveness- without the possibility
of mitigation.

The site is within the High Weald
AONB. This area is particularly
vulnerable to further pressures for
development which has the
potential to erode the area’s
essential rural character. Further
development locations, amounts
and styles should be controlled to
prevent intrusion of built forms on
the landscape. General low-density
sprawl, that is out of character with
the tight-knit character of the
existing town, should not be
permitted.
However, in practice, the site is part
of the existing built-up area of
Cranbrook and in this sense is of
low landscape sensitivity as long as
new development does not
significantly exceed the height of
existing development.

Agricultural Land
Land classified as the best and most versatile
agricultural land (Grades 1,2 or 3a)

Site not in agricultural use
No impact
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Heritage considerations
Question

Assessment
guidelines

Is the site within or adjacent to one or more of
the following heritage designations or assets?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conservation area
Scheduled monument
Registered Park and Garden
Registered Battlefield
Listed building
Known archaeology
Locally listed building

Medium heritage
impact
(conversion)
High heritage
impact
(demolition)

Comments

Site within Cranbrook conservation
area

Community facilities and services
Is the site, in general terms, close/accessible to
local amenities such as (but not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observations and comments
590 metres from the centre of gravity
for services and facilities at
Cranbrook; as such, moderately
located

Town centre/local centre/shop
Employment location
Public transport
School(s)
Open space/recreation/ leisure
facilities
Health facilities
Cycle route(s)

Moderately
located

Where a site is poorly located if > 800m,
moderately located if 400m to 800m, and
favourably located if < 400m from ‘centre of
gravity’ from services.

Other key considerations
Are there any Tree Preservation
Orders on the site?

No

Would development lead to the loss
Yes- extensive mature trees in/around site (and there are
of habitats with the potential to
restrictions on loss of trees in conservation areas)
support protected species, for
Potentially
example mature trees, woodland,
hedgerows and waterbodies?
Public Right of Way

None

Existing social, community or
amenity value (provide details)

Low

Is the site likely to be affected by
any of the following?

Ground Contamination

Yes

Low because site is not publically accessible and largely
screened by surrounding trees
No

Comments
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Significant infrastructure crossing
the site i.e. power lines/ pipe lines,
or in close proximity to hazardous
installations



Characteristics
Characteristics which may affect development
on the site:

Comments

Topography:
Flat/ gentle slope/ steep gradient

Flat

Coalescence
Development would result in neighbouring
settlements merging into one another.

No

Scale and nature of development would be large
enough to significantly change size and
character of settlement

No

Any other comments?
3.0. Availability
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Availability
Yes
Is the site available for sale or
development (if known)?
Please provide supporting evidence.
Are there any known legal or ownership
constraints such as unresolved multiple
ownerships, ransom strips, covenants,
tenancies, or operational requirements
of landowners?
Is there a known time frame for
availability? 0-5 /6-10 / 11-15 years.

No

Comments
Appears in Call for Sites 2017
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4.0. Summary
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Conclusions
Please tick a box
The site is appropriate for allocation



This site has minor constraints



The site has significant constraints
The site is not appropriate for allocation
Potential housing capacity

5-8 dwellings (developable area reduced due to mature trees
in a conservation area, and assumption that existing building
will remain in use as a veterinary hospital)

Key evidence for decision to accept or
discount site.

The site is a large back garden within a conservation area
that has no impact on listed buildings but has a number of
mature trees; development should seek to ensure no net
loss of trees. Other than this consideration, the site has few
constraints; it is highly accessible for services and facilities
and the visual impact of development would be very limited.
Visual inspection reveals an existing derelict property that
could have heritage value when restored, and development
could have potential for restoration of this property as 1-2
dwellings.
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Site Assessment Proforma
General information
Site Reference / name

409

Site Address (or brief description
of broad location)

The High Weald Academy, Angley Road, Cranbrook

Current use

Angley School buildings and tennis court

Proposed use

Residential (assumed)

Gross area (Ha)
Total area of the site in hectares

1.70

Method of site identification (e.g.
proposed by landowner etc.)

SHELAA Call for Sites 2017

45

Context
Is the site:
Greenfield: land (farmland, or open space, that
has not previously been developed)

Greenfield

Brownfield: Previously developed land which is
or was occupied by a permanent structure,
including the curtilage of the developed land
and any associated infrastructure.
Site planning history
Have there been any previous applications for
development on this land? What was the
outcome?

Brownfield

Mixture

Unknown



17/02797/FULL – Demolition of existing school buildings and
development of a new part two and part three storey school
teaching block (5,040 sq. metres gross); relocation and
extension of existing car park, landscaping and external works –
th
Application Validated 26 September 2017 – Awaiting Decision

Suitability
Accessibility
Is the current access adequate for the proposed Current access is adequate
development? If not, is there potential for access
to be provided?
Is the site accessible within its wider context?
Provide details of site’s connectivity

Site is located on the edge of existing built-up area, and
along main A229 Angley Road- as such, is reasonably
accessible, though likely less so by cycle and pedestrians

45

Unless explicitly stated in the information provided to AECOM by CSPC, it has been assumed that all sites are being
assessed for their potential for residential only.
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Environmental Considerations

Questions

Assessment
guidelines

Is the site within or adjacent to the following
policy or environmental designations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green Belt
Ancient Woodland
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB)
National Park
European nature site (Special Area of
Conservation or Special Protection Area)
SSSI Impact Risk Zone
Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation
Site of Geological Importance
Flood Zones 2 or 3

Ecological value?
Could the site be home to protected species such as
bats, great crested newts, badgers etc.?

Site within High Weald AONB
Site within Impact Risk Zone of
Robins Wood SSSI

Low level of
environmental impact

Unknown

Landscape and Visual Impact

It is recommended a full
ecological assessment take
place before any planning
application
Within Local Character Area 4:
Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of the
Tunbridge Wells Borough
Landscape Character Area
Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October
2011).

Is the site low, medium or high sensitivity in terms
of landscape and visual impact?
Low sensitivity: site not visible or less visible from
surrounding locations, existing landscape or
townscape character is poor quality, existing features
could be retained
Medium sensitivity: development of the site would
lead to a moderate impact on landscape or townscape
character due to visibility from surrounding locations
and/or impacts on the character of the location.
(e.g. in built up area);
High sensitivity: Development would be within an area
of high quality landscape or townscape character,
and/or would significantly detract from local character.
Development would lead to the loss of important
features of local distinctiveness- without the possibility
of mitigation.

Observations and comments

Medium sensitivity

The site is within the High
Weald AONB. This area is
particularly vulnerable to
further pressures for
development which has the
potential to erode the area’s
essential rural character.
Further development
locations, amounts and styles
should be controlled to prevent
intrusion of built forms on the
landscape. General lowdensity sprawl, that is out of
character with the tight-knit
character of the existing town,
should not be permitted.
However, in practice, the site
is part of the existing built-up
area of Cranbrook and in this
sense is of low landscape
sensitivity as long as new
development does not
significantly exceed the height
of existing development.
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Agricultural Land
Land classified as the best and most versatile
agricultural land (Grades 1,2 or 3a)

Site not in agricultural use
No impact

Heritage considerations
Question

Assessment
guidelines

Comments

Is the site within or adjacent to one or more of
the following heritage designations or assets?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conservation area
Scheduled monument
Registered Park and Garden
Registered Battlefield
Listed building
Known archaeology
Locally listed building

Low heritage
impact

Site not within or directly adjacent to
any of the listed heritage designations
or assets

Community facilities and services
Observations and comments

Is the site, in general terms, close/accessible to
local amenities such as (but not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town centre/local centre/shop
Employment location
Public transport
School(s)
Open space/recreation/ leisure
facilities
Health facilities
Cycle route(s)

910 metres from the centre of gravity
for services and facilities at
Cranbrook; as such, poorly located for
walking and cycling to services and
facilities
Poorly located

Where a site is poorly located if > 800m,
moderately located if 400m to 800m, and
favourably located if < 400m from ‘centre of
gravity’ from services.

Other key considerations
Are there any Tree Preservation
Orders on the site?

No

Would development lead to the loss
of habitats with the potential to
support protected species, for
example mature trees, woodland,
hedgerows and waterbodies?

No

Public Right of Way

None
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Existing social, community or
amenity value (provide details)

High because existing school and associated school farm in
active use, and these would require re-provision on an
alternative site. Additionally, part of the site is in use as a
playing field. This means any development would have to
pass the test of NPPF paragraph 74: namely, that existing
playing fields should not be developed for non-recreational
use unless an assessment has been undertaken which has
clearly shown the site to be surplus to requirements, or the
loss resulting from the proposed development would be
replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of
quantity and quality in a suitable location.

High

Is the site likely to be affected by
any of the following?

Yes

No

Comments



Ground Contamination

Significant infrastructure crossing
the site i.e. power lines/ pipe lines,
or in close proximity to hazardous
installations



Characteristics
Characteristics which may affect development
on the site:

Comments

Topography:
Flat/ gentle slope/ steep gradient

Flat

Coalescence
Development would result in neighbouring
settlements merging into one another.

No

Scale and nature of development would be large
enough to significantly change size and
character of settlement

No

Any other comments?
3.0. Availability
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Availability
Yes
Is the site available for sale or
development (if known)?
Please provide supporting evidence.

No

Comments
Appears in Call for Sites 2017
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Are there any known legal or ownership
constraints such as unresolved multiple
ownerships, ransom strips, covenants,
tenancies, or operational requirements
of landowners?
Is there a known time frame for
availability? 0-5 /6-10 / 11-15 years.





4.0. Summary
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Conclusions
Please tick a box
The site is appropriate for allocation



This site has minor constraints
The site has significant constraints



The site is not appropriate for allocation
Potential housing capacity

Difficult to ascertain without clearer understanding of
developer’s intention and/or detailed masterplanning, but
were site to be developed entirely for housing and school reprovided elsewhere, then between 46-61 dwellings.

Key evidence for decision to accept or
discount site.

The site could have potential for housing but without clearer
evidence of developer intention and/or a masterplan, it is
difficult to comment in detail. If the site were to be developed
for uses other than a school, the school would need to be reprovided on a suitable alternative site. Additionally,
redevelopment of playing fields would need to pass the
NPPF para 74 test. The site is not particularly accessible by
foot to community services and facilities in Cranbrook town
centre.
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Site Assessment Proforma
General information
Site Reference / name

430

Site Address (or brief description
of broad location)

Turnden Farm, Hartley Road, Cranbrook

Current use

Agricultural land, stables, livery yard and farm buildings

Proposed use

Mix of countryside uses with residential-led mixed use

Gross area (Ha)
Total area of the site in hectares

27.64

Method of site identification (e.g.
proposed by landowner etc.)

SHELAA Call for Sites 2017

Context
Is the site:
Greenfield: land (farmland, or open space, that
has not previously been developed)
Brownfield: Previously developed land which is
or was occupied by a permanent structure,
including the curtilage of the developed land
and any associated infrastructure.
Site planning history
Have there been any previous applications for
development on this land? What was the
outcome?

Greenfield

Brownfield

Mixture

Unknown



00/01391/FUL – Change of use from agricultural to business
(B1) involving refurbishment, minor new building works and new
th
drive – Application Refused 30 November 2000, reason:
Proposed buildings would not be in scale with their rural setting,
new access road would detract from the special character of this
part of the High Weald Landscape and proposal would generate
significant greater volume of traffic on a defined primary route
without any proposed widening of the access.
02/00924/FUL – Change of use from agricultural to B1 (excluding
(a)) involving refurbishment, demolition of one building; new
th
drive and access improvements – Application Refused 13 June
2002 – Appeal Dismissed, reason: Re-use of existing buildings
would be more welcomed than the demolition of them and the
access road would adversely affect the rural character and
appearance of this part of the High Weald AONB and the setting
of a listed building.
04/00466/FULMJ – Change of use from agriculture to B1 Class
(excluding (a) offices) including refurbishment, demolition of one
building; new drive and access improvements – Application
th
Refused 13 May 2004, reason – new access road would detract
from the special rural character of this part of the High Weald
Landscape and new access road would have an adverse impact
on the setting of a nearby listed building.

04/01982/FULMJ – Demolition of one shed and change of use of
redundant chicken rearing sheds to: 1. Oak supplier’s
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store/workshop/office/domestic storage (Part Retrospective); 2.
Commercial storage; 3. Drama meeting and rehearsal space and
th
store; 4. New sewage treatment plant – Application Permitted 7
December 2004
08/02616/FUL – Part retrospective – Change of use, conversion
and redevelopment of farm buildings for use as a depository for
wine for exhibition/tasting purposes with ancillary offices and
glass washing facility, and access improvements – Application
rd
Permitted 3 December 2008
09/03645/FULMJ – Change of use from agriculture to use for
equestrian activities and the provision of a staff office, toilet and
kitchen block, quadrangle stable block, American barn, hay barn,
sand school, associated parking and landscaping – Application
th
Permitted 29 June 2010
11/02794/FUL – Demolition of existing former chicken building
and construction of an additional warehouse for wine storage –
th
Application Permitted 24 May 2012
Suitability
Accessibility
Is the current access adequate for the proposed Current access adequate for non-residential uses. For
development? If not, is there potential for access small quantum of new residential use, potential for new
to be provided?
direct access to be provided from A229 Hartley Road.
Is the site accessible within its wider context?
Provide details of site’s connectivity

Site easily accessible by car once access off A229
provided, but remote from central part of Cranbrook, and
development here would not encourage walking/cycling.
Connectivity is thus poorer than for many other sites.
However, bus services exist along A229 Hartley Road.
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Environmental Considerations

Questions

Assessment
guidelines

Is the site within or adjacent to the following
policy or environmental designations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green Belt
Ancient Woodland
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB)
National Park
European nature site (Special Area of
Conservation or Special Protection Area)
SSSI Impact Risk Zone
Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation
Site of Geological Importance
Flood Zones 2 or 3

Site within High Weald AONB
Ancient and semi-natural
woodland along southern edge
of the site
High level of
Site within impact risk zone for
environmental impact Robins Wood SSSI

Ecological value?
Could the site be home to protected species such as
bats, great crested newts, badgers etc.?
Unknown but high
probability

Landscape and Visual Impact

Low sensitivity: site not visible or less visible from
surrounding locations, existing landscape or
townscape character is poor quality, existing features
could be retained

High sensitivity: Development would be within an area
of high quality landscape or townscape character,
and/or would significantly detract from local character.
Development would lead to the loss of important
features of local distinctiveness- without the possibility
of mitigation.

It is recommended a full
ecological assessment take
place before any planning
application; local ancient
woodland and extensive
undeveloped rural land could
significantly increase the
chances of protected species
being present
Within Local Character Area 4:
Cranbrook Fruit Belt, of the
Tunbridge Wells Borough
Landscape Character Area
Assessment 2002 (Second
Edition Adopted October
2011).

Is the site low, medium or high sensitivity in terms
of landscape and visual impact?

Medium sensitivity: development of the site would
lead to a moderate impact on landscape or townscape
character due to visibility from surrounding locations
and/or impacts on the character of the location.
(e.g. in built up area);

Observations and comments

High sensitivity

The site is within the High
Weald AONB. This area is
particularly vulnerable to
further pressures for
development which has the
potential to erode the area’s
essential rural character.
Further development
locations, amounts and styles
should be controlled to prevent
intrusion of built forms on the
landscape. General lowdensity sprawl, which is out of
character with the tight-knit
character of the existing town,
should not be permitted.
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Agricultural Land
Land classified as the best and most versatile
agricultural land (Grades 1,2 or 3a)
Some impact

Grade 3 agricultural land- it is
not clear from existing
mapping if the site comprises
Grade 3a (best and most
versatile) or Grade 3b (other
agricultural land). It is
therefore recommended that a
detailed assessment is carried
out by the landowner ahead of
any development.

Heritage considerations
Question

Assessment
guidelines

Comments

Is the site within or adjacent to one or more of
the following heritage designations or assets?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conservation area
Scheduled monument
Registered Park and Garden
Registered Battlefield
Listed building
Known archaeology
Locally listed building

High heritage
impact

Site includes Grade II listed Turnden
Farm; site likely also within setting of
Grade II listed Hartley Gate Farmhouse
to west.

Community facilities and services
Observations and comments

Is the site, in general terms, close/accessible to
local amenities such as (but not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town centre/local centre/shop
Employment location
Public transport
School(s)
Open space/recreation/ leisure
facilities
Health facilities
Cycle route(s)

Centre of site is 1.5 kilometres from
centre of gravity for services and
facilities in Cranbrook

Poorly located

Where a site is poorly located if > 800m,
moderately located if 400m to 800m, and
favourably located if < 400m from ‘centre of
gravity’ from services.

Other key considerations
Are there any Tree Preservation
Orders on the site?
Would development lead to the loss
of habitats with the potential to
support protected species, for
example mature trees, woodland,
hedgerows and waterbodies?
Public Right of Way

No

Some

Yes

Extensive mature trees and waterbodies within them across
parts of the site, particularly west, centre and southern edge;
these should be retained as part of any redevelopment

A public footpath crosses the western half of the site
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Existing social, community or
amenity value (provide details)

Is the site likely to be affected by
any of the following?

The site has visual amenity as countryside as seen from the
footpath crossing it; however, the former riding
Medium
school/stables appear to have closed, limiting further
amenity value
Yes

No

Comments



Ground Contamination

Significant infrastructure crossing
the site i.e. power lines/ pipe lines,
or in close proximity to hazardous
installations



Characteristics
Characteristics which may affect development
on the site:

Comments

Topography:
Flat/ gentle slope/ steep gradient

Flat

Coalescence
Development would result in neighbouring
settlements merging into one another.

Potential for perceived/actual coalescence between
Cranbrook and Hartley if entire site were developed

Scale and nature of development would be large
enough to significantly change size and
character of settlement
Any other comments?

Yes, if whole site (which is third of size of Cranbrook)
were developed; only limited part of site should be
considered to have development potential
It is understood that current proposals accord in any case
with the recommendations above that the majority of the
site should be left undeveloped

3.0. Availability
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Availability
Yes
Is the site available for sale or
development (if known)?
Please provide supporting evidence.



No

Comments
Appears in Call for Sites 2017.
The Crane Valley Land Trust
(CVLT) intends to promote this
site with a grant from TWBC as a
rural exception site for community
development, with the possibility
of re-instating a farmstead for
mixed use on a bigger scale.
CVLT hopes to meet with the new
owners to look into the prospect
of a joint venture and master plan
on the affordable elements.
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Are there any known legal or ownership
constraints such as unresolved multiple
ownerships, ransom strips, covenants,
tenancies, or operational requirements
of landowners?
Is there a known time frame for
availability? 0-5 /6-10 / 11-15 years



Subject to further dialogue
between CVLT and new owners
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4.0. Summary
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Conclusions
Please tick a box
The site is appropriate for allocation



This site has minor constraints
The site has significant constraints



The site is not appropriate for allocation
Potential housing capacity

A concept masterplan has been prepared, which has guided
our capacity assessment. Redevelopment of the entire site is
not proposed, which would in any case fail the test of
suitability. Based on the footprint of existing buildings and
the heritage constraints of the listed farmhouse, it is
estimated that the indicative range of dwellings the site could
accommodate would be around 30-50. The site would in any
case be more sustainable and suitable for residential-led
mixed use, including for example community facilities and
employment space, rather than residential alone.

Key evidence for decision to accept or
discount site.

Due to the potential risk of perceived or actual coalescence
between Cranbrook and Hartley, only a small proportion of
the site should be developed; it is understood that this
proportion would be in or around the existing footprint of
farm buildings in the centre of the site. If this is the case,
development would need to be sensitive in terms of
respecting the setting of the Grade II listed Turnden
Farmhouse. The site is very poorly located in terms of
walking distance to services and facilities and will as a result
be mainly car-based, but this is to an extent mitigated by the
site’s assumed limited capacity and the benefits of
redeveloping/intensifying existing underused buildings.
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Site Assessment Proforma
General information
Site Reference / name

442

Site Address (or brief description
of broad location)

Land Adjacent to Orchard Cottage, Frittenden Road, Sissinghurst

Current use

Garden land

Proposed use

Residential

Gross area (Ha)
Total area of the site in hectares

0.42

Method of site identification (e.g.
proposed by landowner etc.)

SHELAA Call for Sites 2017
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Context
Is the site:
Greenfield: land (farmland, or open space, that
has not previously been developed)

Greenfield

Mixture

Unknown



Brownfield: Previously developed land which is
or was occupied by a permanent structure,
including the curtilage of the developed land
and any associated infrastructure.
Site planning history
Have there been any previous applications for
development on this land? What was the
outcome?

Brownfield

No relevant planning history

Suitability
Accessibility
Is the current access adequate for the proposed Site not currently accessible but potential for access to be
development? If not, is there potential for access provided from Frittenden Road.
to be provided?
Is the site accessible within its wider context?
Provide details of site’s connectivity

Site reasonably accessible within wider context, but risk
that most access would be by car rather than
walking/cycling

46

Unless explicitly stated in the information provided to AECOM by CSPC, it has been assumed that all sites are being
assessed for their potential for residential only.
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Environmental Considerations

Questions

Assessment
guidelines

Is the site within or adjacent to the following
policy or environmental designations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green Belt
Ancient Woodland
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB)
National Park
European nature site (Special Area of
Conservation or Special Protection Area)
SSSI Impact Risk Zone
Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation
Site of Geological Importance
Flood Zones 2 or 3

Ecological value?
Could the site be home to protected species such as
bats, great crested newts, badgers etc.?

Site within setting of High Weald
AONB
Site within Impact Risk Zone of
Sissinghurst Park Wood
High level of
environmental
impact

Likely high

Landscape and Visual Impact

Site zoned as a Biodiversity Action
Plan (BAP) Priority Habitat in the
Priority Habitats 2012 dataset for
Kent for its value as a traditional
apple orchard

Based on the site’s status as a BAP
Priority Habitat, its ecological value
is very likely to be high
Within Local Character Area 7:
Sissinghurst Wooded Farmland, of
the Tunbridge Wells Borough
Landscape
Character
Area
Assessment 2002 (Second Edition
Adopted October 2011).

Is the site low, medium or high sensitivity in terms
of landscape and visual impact?
Low sensitivity: site not visible or less visible from
surrounding locations, existing landscape or
townscape character is poor quality, existing features
could be retained
Medium sensitivity: development of the site would
lead to a moderate impact on landscape or townscape
character due to visibility from surrounding locations
and/or impacts on the character of the location.
(e.g. in built up area);

Observations and comments

Medium
sensitivity

The Local Character Area is
designated as part of the High
Weald Special Landscape Area,
where ‘Visual diversity should be
protected and enhanced….The loss
of woodland areas should be
restricted.’

High sensitivity: Development would be within an area
of high quality landscape or townscape character,
and/or would significantly detract from local character.
Development would lead to the loss of important
features of local distinctiveness- without the possibility
of mitigation.
Agricultural Land
Land classified as the best and most versatile
agricultural land (Grades 1,2 or 3a)

Site not currently in agricultural use
No impact
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Heritage considerations
Question

Assessment
guidelines

Comments

Is the site within or adjacent to one or more of
the following heritage designations or assets?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conservation area
Scheduled monument
Registered Park and Garden
Registered Battlefield
Listed building
Known archaeology
Locally listed building

Medium heritage
impact

Site opposite and within setting of
Grade II listed Mouse Hall

Community facilities and services
Is the site, in general terms, close/accessible to
local amenities such as (but not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town centre/local centre/shop
Employment location
Public transport
School(s)
Open space/recreation/ leisure
facilities
Health facilities
Cycle route(s)

Observations and comments

Moderately
located

790 metres from the centre of gravity
for services and facilities at
Sissinghurst; as such, moderately
located for walking and cycling to
services and facilities (though the
most distant of the ‘moderately
located’ category)

Where a site is poorly located if > 800m,
moderately located if 400m to 800m, and
favourably located if < 400m from ‘centre of
gravity’ from services.

Other key considerations
Are there any Tree Preservation
Orders on the site?

No

Would development lead to the loss
of habitats with the potential to
support protected species, for
example mature trees, woodland,
hedgerows and waterbodies?

Some

Public Right of Way

None

Existing social, community or
amenity value (provide details)

Low

Is the site likely to be affected by
any of the following?

Ground Contamination

Potential for loss of some mature trees

Yes

Low because site is not publically accessible and visibility
from surroundings is limited
No

Comments
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Significant infrastructure crossing
the site i.e. power lines/ pipe lines,
or in close proximity to hazardous
installations



Characteristics
Characteristics which may affect development
on the site:

Comments

Topography:
Flat/ gentle slope/ steep gradient

Flat

Coalescence
Development would result in neighbouring
settlements merging into one another.

No

Scale and nature of development would be large
enough to significantly change size and
character of settlement

No

Any other comments?
3.0. Availability
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Availability
Yes
Is the site available for sale or
development (if known)?
Please provide supporting evidence.
Are there any known legal or ownership
constraints such as unresolved multiple
ownerships, ransom strips, covenants,
tenancies, or operational requirements
of landowners?

No

Comments
Appears in Call for Sites 2017





Is there a known time frame for
availability? 0-5 /6-10 / 11-15 years.
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4.0. Summary
Assessing the suitability of the site will give an indication of whether the site has any constraints to development.
It should consider aspects such as infrastructure, planning policy, local services, heritage and other
considerations.
Conclusions
Please tick a box
The site is appropriate for allocation
This site has minor constraints
The site has significant constraints



The site is not appropriate for allocation



Potential housing capacity

n/a

Key evidence for decision to accept or
discount site.

The site is considered not suitable for development because
it is zoned as a BAP Priority Habitat for its value as a
traditional apple orchard, and as a result it is likely to be of
high ecological value. Despite the fact that the site performs
relatively well on other criteria, such as accessibility to
services and facilities, it is not considered that this constraint
could be mitigated.
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